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Other Classifieds 
FOR RENT - 2 bedroom top 
floor of house. Fully renovated, 
private, fridge, stove, 
dishwasher, laundry facilities, 
unfurnished, non-smoker I no 
pets preferred. Available Nov. 
$790./ month utilities included. 
Attn. Skydivers: If anyone is 
interested in Skydiving in Pitt 
Meadows & maybe get a deal 
-of some sort, call DAN 941-
4108 
International Pen Friends .is a 
non-profit, non-sectarian 
o·rganization founded to 
promote international goodwill 
and friendship through letter 
writing. With 300,000 members 
in 188 countries it provides 
penfriends in English, French, 
German or Spanish. Members 
select countries in which they 
want penfriends and are 
matched by age and interests. 
For information write: 
. International Pen Friends, P.O. 
Box 27074, Golden Valley, MN 
55427, USA. 
STUDENT SEMINAR ON 
PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES 
Saturday, November 14, 1992. 
Vancouver Trade & Convention 
Centre, Vancouver. Open to all 
undergraduate students. No fee 
required. Lunch will be 
provided. Guest speakers: 
Steven Globennan, Ph.D, 
Simon Fraser University 
"Immigration: Scourge or 
Salvation" Filip Palda, Ph.D, 
The Fraser Institute 
• Economics & the Media: Can 
We Trust What We Hear & 
Read?' John Robson, Ph.D, 
The Fraser Institute • h's Just a 
Flesh Wound: Property Rights •. 
Materialism & Human 
Aspirations". Contact Annabel 
Addington, The Fraser Institute, 
688-0221. 
The People's Law School is 
offering free law classes. 
Please pre-register by calling. 
CUSTODY & ACCESS Topics 
include types of custody, the 
forms of access, the court 
process & how to enforce 
them. Gordon Neighborhood 
House (683-2554) Thur. Oct. 
22 7:00-8:50. 
EMPLOYEES' RIGHTS 
OVertime, breaks, safety, 
maternity & parental leave, 
termination of employment, 
how to file a complaint. 
Kensington Centre (327-
9401) Tues. Oct. 7:30-9:30. 
LEGAL HELP -Where do I get 
it? Can I afford it? Riley Park 
Centre (879-6222) Wed. Oct. 
7:30-9:30 
The Following Is list of 
volunteer positions available 
through the Burnaby Volunteer 
Centre: 
HAIRDRESSERS: A Burnaby 
open custody facility for youth 
needs social volunteer 
hairdressers to cut/style hair. 
Flexible hours. 
CANVASSER: Meet new 
people as you collect donations 
for a national association! 
Training provided. Choose 
evenings or weekends. Nov 1-
15. 
IMMIGRANTS: English 
speaking immigrant women are 
invited to take part in a free 
support program. Make new 
friends, learn leadership skills. 
Weekday or evening sessions, 
Oct-May. 
ESL: Use your organizational 
skills to help Canadians. A 
volunteer experienced in 
teaching ESL is needed to help 
co-ordinate a new program. 
TUTOR: If you are an 
enthusiastic person with a 
Grade 1 0 reading level, you 
possess the skills to help 
others learn to read. Training 
provided. Flexible hours. 
FOLLOW UP: Volunteers with 
good telephone manner and 
listening skills are needed to 
follow up with graduates of a 
program for teens at risk. 
Choose Mon. or Fri., Oct.-
March. 
COOKS: If you enjoy cooking 
If you're a Canadian citizen and 
18 years of age or older by October 
26, you can vote in the federal 
referendum. 
But to exercise your right to vote, 
your name must first be on the 
Voters' List. If you haven't been enu-
merated at your present address or 
back home, you have until October 19 
to add your name to the list. 
the Other Press 
you can help children have a 
healthy breakfast who may not 
normally get one. Thurs. 7:15-
9:15 am in Van. 
SUPPORT: People are needed 
to provide comfort and support to 
patients and families in an 
Emergency Dept. Choose 
weekdays. 
PUB ASSISTANT: Have a great 
time while you help out at 
seniors Pub Night. Great 
atmosphere. On job training. 
Every 3rd Wed. of each month 
6:00-8:00 p.m. 
PHOTOGRAPHER: Third World 
Organization needs a person 
with own equipment to 
photograph special events. · 
Various times. Expenses 
reimbursed. Training provided. 
LIBRARIAN: Volunteers with 
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knowledge of library work are 
needed to assist in establishing a 
library for kidney patients. 
Flexible hours. 
SEAMSTRESS: Social seniors in 
a Edmonds care facility need 
friendly volunteers to help them 
with their sewing projects. 
Flexible hours. 
CLERICAL: A provincial sports 
agency needs energetic 
volunteers to help in their office. 
Perform filing, typing, data entry, 
and more. Any weekday. 
BEDFORD: Volunteers 
experienced with Bedford and 
general bookkeeping are needed 
to work 3 hrs/month at New 
West arts agency. Day, evening, 
or weekend hours. 
PROP DESIGN: Use your 
creative/artistic talent to make a 
special prop to raise awareness 
of volunteer opportunities. Very 
flexible. 
READING: Friendly volunteer 
with good English skills are 
needed to read magazines/short 
stories to seniors. 6-7pm once a 
week. 
MENTALLY ILL: Community 
residential program needs · 
patient volunteers to work with 
mentally ill people in social/ 
recreational situations. Training 
provided. 
HOUSING: Housing program 
needs people with good listening 
skills to assess and refer seniors 
to appropriate housing 
complexes and contacts. 
Training provided. 
For information please call the 
Burnaby Volunteer Centre at 
294-5533 
REFERENDUNl '92 
You'll find the answers to any ques-
tions you might have in: "The 
Student Voter's Guide", now avail-
able at your Student Association, 
Registrar's Office or campus 
bookstore. 
Pick one up today and you'll see: 
Voting's a breeze! 
CANADA 
The non-partisan agency responsible 
for the conduct of the federal referendum 
October 15, 1992 
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Sparks Fly High Against Referendum 
by Damlon Stodola 
MONTREAL (CUP) As 
"Referendumania" hits Quebec 
again,. some 
dissatisfied voters are considering 
spoiling their ballots as an 
alternative to the Yes and No 
campaigns. 
Intimidated by political pressure 
tactics and frustrated by 
politicians'lackofysi9n,. some voters 
see a spoiled ballot 
campaign as a way of participating 
in the political process 
without falling into either camp. 
''Everybody's been told 'Shut 
the fuck up and vote and 
everything will be better,"' said Albert 
Nerenberg, a Montreal 
film-maker and a columnist for the 
Montreal Gazette. 
Bernard Loiselle, a local activist, 
has organized one 
ballot-spoiling campaign, called the 
Progressive Coalition for 
Annulment The cross-city coalition 
was formed by a collection of 
local socialist groups. 
The group, which began three 
weeks ago, has been 
distributing support letters around 
Montreal university campuses 
and in the downtown area. 
Loiselle said his campaign offers 
a third alternative. 
'There is a huge area in between 
the yes and no campaigns in 
which to politicise," he said. 
Richard St-Pierre,a local political 
activist who agrees 
with the idea of the spoiled ballot 
campaign,. said t..;.e referendum 
is irrelevant to a lot of Quebecers. 
'The referendum is engaging in 
ruling class politics," said 
St. Pierre. '1t doesn't address social 
issues." 
Loiselle said the Quebec 
government is ignoring the best 
interests of the people. 
'Theyaregoverningaminority," 
said Loiselle. "All the 
politicianshavevestedinterestswith 
nothing to do with our 
welfare." 
To date only 120 people have 
publicly supported the 
coalition. But Loiselle said he's not 
worried about the response. 
"The annulment rate will 
probably be one per cent," said 
Loiselle. "But our coalition is starting 
point. We have a long 
way togo." 
Loisellealsosaid the referendum 
is divisive. He cited the 
recent split between the Federation 
des Travailleurs Quebecois 
and the Conseil des Travailleurs au 
Canada unions as a perfect 
example of the divisive effects of the 
referendum. 
Loiselle said the Charlottetown 
accord does not solve the 
real problems facing Canadians like 
poverty, racial tensions and 
native rights. 
'1t's .only a collection of good 
intentions," said Loiselle 
''Voting yes or no is playing into the 
hands of both campaigns." 
St-Pierre agreed. He said he 
objected to being asked to vote 
on an incomplete document. 
'The proposition of accepting a 
document which is obviously 
flawed is unacceptable," said St-
Pierre. 
Loiselle says a "yes" vote is 
equivalent to voting for the 
sta,tus quo, while a "nd' vote offers 
no valid solutions. He said 
voters have been sidetracked from 
the real issues and have fallen 
prey to the political terror tactics of 
both campaigns as a 
resultofthecomplexityoftheaccord. 
"Twenty-five per cent of 
Quebec's population is under the 
poverty line," said Loiselle. ''When 
did you last hear Chretien,. 
'Bourassa or Parizeau speak of the 
misery of many Quebecois?" 
Loiselle believes many voters 
will abstain from voting due 
to the conflict between voting on the 
issues and supporting 
politicians incapable of representing 
the population. 
BothLoiselleandNerenbergsaid 
a spoiled ballot campaign 
hasmoreimpactthanabstainingfrom 
the process. Unlike 
abstentions, spoiled ballots are tallied 
and counted as a 
percentage of those who voted. 
Loiselle said he wasn't trying to 
perform miracles but 
pointed out his alternative at least 
offers voters a way of 
participating in the vote. 
Studies Show Fewer Women in Engineering 
by Blanca Zee, The Ubyssey, UBC 
VANCOUVER (CUP)- Men still 
dominatetheworldofengineering,a 
federal report has found. 
More Than Just Numbers, a 
study prompted by the massacre of 
14 women at Montreal's Ecole 
Polytechnique in December 1989, 
showedonly14percentofCanada's 
engineering students are 
women. 
The joint federal and corporate 
study by the Canadian 
Committee on Women and 
Engineering indicates the percentage 
of 
women diminish drastically with 
each step up the corporate 
ladder. 
Danan Li of Vancouver is one of 
3,875 women engineers in 
Canada. Women make up only three 
per cent of the country's 
engineers. Only one per cent of 
engineering executives are women. 
Li, 27, said she was given a few 
hints about what to expect 
when she embarked on her 
engineering career. 
"Amalecolleagueonceadvised 
that you have to swear to 
survive in this field," said Li who 
now works for an engineering 
firm outside Vancouver. 
'1donotknowanyotherwoman 
engineers except the ones I 
studied with/' said Li. ''Right now all 
my co-workers are male 
except myself, the receptionist and 
the secretary." 
There were 2,400 engineering 
students at the University of 
British Columbia lastvear. Onlvthree 
out of every 23 students ' 
were women. 
Li, a 1989 UBC graduate, said 
there were about a dozen 
female civil engineering students 
were in her class. 
"It was actually quite high for 
that year." 
Jackie Miller, who works at a 
Burnaby-based consulting firm, 
works 80-hour weeks, even though 
she recently gave birth to a 
baby. 
''My mother usually looks after 
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Uniden RD·9n 
Radar Detector 
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641-9073 : 
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him but sometimes I'll take 
him to the office," she said. 
intimidated by the low numbers of 
women executives. 
Miller, 30, who graduated 
from UBC's engineering program 
in 
'1 have not had any difficulties 
with clients so far," 
Miller said. "Experience is what counts 
in this field." 1985, is working long hours to be a 
partner in the firm she works Women make up three per cent of 
Canada's senior supervisors, for. 
Unlike two-thirdsofCanada' s 
women engineers, Miller 
two per cent of senior managers and 
one per cent of executives in 
engineering. holds a supervisory position. Only 
20 per cent of Canada's women 
engineers hold supervisory 
positions. 
Since the Montreal massacre, 
engineering firms are 
increasingly taking a stance on gender 
equality. Miller said she is not 
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386sx/25 Notebook 
• 4MB RAM • 60MB Hard Drive 
• Carrying Case • MS-OOS 5.0 
• Windows 3.1 • Mk:rosott Mouse 
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WARRANTY! 
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DPCSOO 
Flip-Phone 
$448 
Features 
• 123 0unces 
•100 mtn/20 hr BaHery 
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• Canadian Warr• nty 
• All phones must be actlv1ted by 
Campus on C1ntel 3yr price protection 
pl1n Proper 10 required 
I'J\SII l'lllt't: • 1.'1'11. Q'J'\'. 
After male engineering students 
instigated an onset of 
sexist incidents at Canadian 
universities in 1990, an Ontario 
Hydro executive sent a warning to 
every engineering faculty where 
only two per cent of professors were 
women. 
Sam Horton said Hydro, one of 
Canada's largest engineering 
employer,wouldhireonlygraduates 
"prepared to work with people 
of both sexes, all races and all levels 
of ability" 
FuJitsu DL• 
Colour24 
•338 
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SEE US IN SURREY SEE US AT U.B.C. SEE US IN KELOWNA 
10746 King George Hwy. 2162 Western Par1<way, #6-1551 Sutherland Ave. 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 2X7 Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1V6 Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 5Y7 
FAX 584·8383 FAX 228·8338 FAX 862·8083 
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OUT OF TOWN 
CALL COLLECT! 
Kelowna: Tues. -Fri. 9:30 to 5:30 I Sat 1 0:00 to 4:00 I Closed Sunday & Monday 
Vancouver I Surrey: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 5:30 I Sat. 10.00 to 4:00 I Closed Sunday 
OUT OF TOWN 
CALL COLLECTI 
1 am damaged goods, you sa~ 
& can't get close 
because you don't 
want to cut your feet 
on myp1eces 
--just want you to know 
1 am now treating myself 
like my toys when 1 was young 
tape them up 
glue them together 
and keep on playing 
-tim crumley 
.-1......::::~~ 
-.....~KJf 
' ' Escape From Freedom 
------ / 
PRAIRIE DRIVING 
That yellow line-stitch 
drags through 
the highway seams 
rio hem in sight 
BY BROOK 
The hunter preys among the wild, 
a beast is caught within His net. 
The hunter preys on all of us regardless, 
/ 
Creed. ~ ~ 
With scant possesion or prosf>erous ::ifjJJJ 
Dirty Dishes 
But every time we flee His fate we miss the freedom He creates. 
The creek flows fast and cold my friend but stepping stones provide a trail, 
the path like life is short and frail. 
One slip and you shall see the end. 
One slip and you shall fly away. 
Enter the \door that leaves this cage of gold, ~ 
:~)womb that means you no harm, yet throws tou to the wild beasts. ~( / 
Until a beast becomes of you. \ ( ( 
-Thomas Halmosi 
I NEVER NOTICED~FORE 
//~~ how mucfi you look like 
an arabian woman 
~"7....__~-J-wi-~_,,t}elled a~Uon 
even though I don't speak the la 
I know what you're saying 
I 
you don't have to ccy two hard 
as if I am incapable even of tears 
~ / 
) 
THEPOETREEPAGE 
Now accepting submissions 
(Douglas College Students Only) 
Submit at The Other Press office, room 1020 
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Planting the Seeds of the Future 
Tocelebratet~rtolamentl Tfrat 
depends on ulboiJDU as/c. The !tal f· 
millennium since Cristobal Colon 
and /tis band of m~ marauders 
ltittlte beacltes of ulbat are now die 
Americas hasn't produced muclt to 
celebrate about {t~r tlte indiiJ.enDus 
people of Souilt AmeriM. As 
October 12, 7 99 2 approacltes1 tlte pli1J.Itt for maniJ has nefler 11een 
IJ."eatel'l nor has die future seemed 
more breclc. 
by Jeff McDonald 
What were once flourishing 
societies with advanced languages, 
political and social systems, traditions 
and identities have been decimated, 
and the people of those once-proud 
societies find themselves on the 
marginalizedfringesofmodemLatin 
American society, suspended in stony 
poverty. If you ask the Quechua 
people of Bolivia, the SOOth 
anniversary of the 'discovery' of the 
Americas is a day to mourn. 
''We aren't celebrating. We are 
protesting against 500 years of 
exploitation, discrimination and 
humiliation," says Felix Santos. "For 
us, it's a date to discuss what's 
happened to us over 500 years. It's a 
sad date. Welookatall theriches that 
are still being taken out of Bolivia, 
and we're still poor." 
Santos is a leader in the 
syndicated Federation of Cam pesino 
Workers of Potosi., which represents 
some 40,000 mostly Quechua-
speakingcampesinosin the southern 
Bolivian department of Potosi. 
Although0ctober12isseenasadark 
day by the people he works to 
represent, it will be used for a larger 
purpose. Santos says there are 36 
distinctculturalgroupsinBolivia,all 
with their own language, customs, 
and identity, and they will come 
together on that day and after. 
''From that date, we want to 
move towards establishing a type of 
Phisqa Pachaj Wata Kausaymanta 
nation-state of all the indigenous 
groups in Bolivia. We have our own 
territories, cultures, our own 
languages, our own flag, our own 
leaders. We're speaking out and 
recognizing our cultures, which are 
stillaliveand strong. All of our cultures 
are going to recognize the reality on 
October 12, and we will use it to 
motivate ourselves. It will serve to 
unite us, to recognize how rich our 
culture is, and to move forward." 
While governments in the 
Americas are celebrating the 
anniversary, .some groups are 
working to counter those 
celebrations by presenting other 
interpretations of what the past 500 
years really means. Jaime Bartoli is 
a director of the Comite Potosi 92, 
an umbrella organization that is 
working to recognize the 500-year 
anniversary of campesino resistance 
to Spanish colonization. 
With this date, we want to begin 
on a new road , a road to 
discolonization and peace. The past 
is history, and it's very black, and we 
can't change it. But now we will 
organize,andequipourselvestotake 
Columbus, Slavery and the Church 
by David Austin 
MONTREAL (CUP): Dr. John Henrik 
Clark is a professor Emeritus of African 
and Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter 
College, New York. He is the author and 
editor of a number of books including 
Malcolm X: The Man and His Times 
and his most recent book, Africa At the 
Crossroads: Notes of an African World 
Revolution. The Dailyinteroiewed Dr. 
Clark last August at his home in Harlem. 
Daily: I suppose I should start 
off with the most basic and 
fundamental question. Why should 
we not celebrate the anniversary of 
the presence of Columbus in the 
Americas? 
Clark:Themainreason why you 
shouldnotcelebratetheSOOth year of 
Columbus' alleged discovery 
because Columbus did not discover 
anything: is the fact that you are 
celebrating the life of a rapist. 
Thequestionitselfisoutoforder. 
Youarealmostaskingme to celebrate 
the birth of someone who raped his 
mother and murdered his father. 
Christopher Columbus and his 
European thugs reduced the 
indigenous American population to 
a point where theyfeltitnecessaryto 
call on the Catholic Church to sanction 
theincreaseintheAfricanslavetrade. 
This resulted in the expansion of the 
slave trade for the next 300 years, 
creating the greatest single act of 
protracted murderinhumanhistory: 
theAfricanholocaust. Wehavemuch 
to memorialize, but nothing to 
celebrate. 
When you say rape, what precisely 
do you mean? 
I mean not only the physical 
rape of the body, but the rape of the 
culture, the rape of the religion, the 
destruction of the gods untilitbecame 
inconceivabletomostoftheAfricans 
of the world to worship a god other 
than a white one. The worst kind of 
rape: the rape of the mind. 
Many apologists for Columbus 
say its unfair to judge Columbus 
based on presentdayvaluesand that 
he should be judged according to his 
time. What do you say to that? 
I saytheyare wrongboth ways. 
You judge him both ways. You judge 
him according to his time and you 
judge him according to the 
reverberation of what he did that 
still affects the time in which you 
live ... You still have European 
domination of the world economy. 
l'msayingthatwhathediddid 
not pass. What he did is still with us. 
The long-range impact is still with 
us. So Columbus is in both the past 
and the present and he needs to be 
judged both ways. There are no free 
nations in the Caribbean. There's no 
freementalityin theCaribbean. They 
are imitations of Europe. There is 
also no African religion in the 
Caribbean. 
I've heard you mention that in 
one of Columbus' diaries he 
mentions ... 
That he sailed up and down the 
Guinea Coast for 23 years. The 
Guinea Coast is West Africa, which 
proves he was in theearlyPortuguese 
slave trade. 
So before he arrived in America 
he was directly involved in the slave 
trade? 
Y e5. There's nothing else he could 
have been involved with at that time. 
There's nothing else going on in 
relatiop.ship to whites there. 
AtthattimeitwasthePortuguese 
who were experimenting with 
slavery? 
Yeah, and some of the slaves 
were being taken to the Canary 
Islands, especially an island called 
Madeira. 
I've also heard you say that it 
was Africans on the Guinea Coast 
who told Columbus of a route to 
America. 
Yes. That might be found in 
Harold LawrenceOs little pamphlet 
Africans and the Exploration of 
America. 
Many people seem to be 
confused as to whether Africans were 
enslaved because we were black or 
for economic reasons. 
Both ways. Both ways.And there 
is nothing to beconfusedabout. White 
people in Europe were coming out of 
a form of slavery called feudalism at 
the time when Blacks were being 
pushed into slavery based on racism. 
But the concept we know as racism 
developed during the period as a 
rationale for slavery, developed 
mainly by the Church. 
What would you say to those 
people who try to quantify slavery in 
terms of numbers? Some say 10 
million were killed and others say as 
much as 60 million or more. 
Continued on page 7 
advantage of what we have, our 
resources,ourcultures. Manythings 
have not been destroyed, and we 
need to take advantage of them." 
Bartoli has organized activities 
that will examine the history of Latin 
America and the significance of 500 
years of colonization from the 
perspectiveofthecampesino. There 
will also be a symbolic climb of 
Potosi's Cerro Rico to demonstrate 
thattheresourcesofBoli via belong to 
the Bolivian people. 
(The Cerro Rico, or Rich Hill, 
was once the richest silver mine in 
thewor!d,andafocal point of Spanish 
colonization. In the three hundred 
years between the Spaniards' arrival 
and Bolivia's independence in 1825, 
it has been estimated that the 
equivalent of $50 billion in mineral 
wealth went to Spain. The silver was 
extracted by indigenous and African 
slaves - 8 million of whom died 
working the mines.) 
But Bartoli says their activities 
will take place in the first week of 
October, rather than on October 12, 
so that when theanniversaryarrives, 
participants can use the activities as a 
framework to examine the past 500 
years critically. He says the day is 
morethansymbolic-it'sasteptoward 
true independence. 
"Through the majority of these 
500 years, our lands have been 
managedanddirectedbypeoplefrom 
outside. Right now we are being 
managed bypeoplewhoareBolivian 
but have learned that type of outside 
mentality. We have to chance that, 
with a new imperative of 
independence. On October12, we 
are planting the seeds of that future." 
(Jeff McDonald is a Canadian 
workingwithaBoliviandevelopment 
organization. He wishes to thank 
JuanFajardoforprovidingQuechua-
Spanish translations.) 
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by Angus Adair 
The aboriginal people were not 
decimated because Colombus and 
those that followed possessed 
superior numbers or firepower, or 
because the colonialists were military 
geniuses. 
They were destroyed by disease. 
Pestilence has historically 
shaped our soci<K:Ultural patterns of 
behaviour. One of the best examples 
of this is how the Black Death, typhus 
and cholera prompted a people who 
had destroyed their own land to look 
across the sea for another try. The 
culturesthathadcreated the massive 
die offs travelled arm in arm with 
Pestilence to the "New World". 
It is believed that, in less than a 
hundred years, over a hundred 
million natives lost their lives-in 
America alone. Gunpowder was 
sadistic overkill of several peoples 
suffering from an epidemic of 
smallpox. The smallpox epidemic 
that devasted the Americas has been 
cited by historians as " the single 
greatest demographic disaster in the 
history of the world." I know few 
members of my generation, that were 
ever tought this history in school. 
The Middle East gave birth to 
small pox when animals began to be 
domesticated. Mostly a flu like 
annoyance, while still in it's infancy, 
it had changed by the 16th and 17th 
centuries, and new strains had made 
itatortousandlethaldisease..Itwould 
via "explorers" and colonists 
immigrate to a world where the 
native people had no immunity to it. 
In the Americas immunity to major 
disease was irrelevant because the 
people lived healthy lifestyles in 
harmony with nature. The people 
that smallpox would conquer had 
never provoked nature into spewing 
forth plague. 
The Ojibway, still have a word 
in their language-pimadaziwinwhich 
means " to honour life in the sense of 
longevity, health and freedom from 
misfortune.!' Native lifespans were 
nearly twice that of the Europeans. 
The Inca valued good hygeine as 
much as honesty, considering both 
holy virtues. 
By way of contrast,the 
Europeans would not even begin 
bathing as a cultural norm until the 
nineteenth century. As both native 
and colonial records show, the 
"unclean savages" , were in fact, 
cleaner than the colonialists. 
If you transplant a living 
organism into a placewithnonatural 
predators and plenty of food it will 
inevitably multiply like rabbits. One 
of the most important factors in the 
obliterationoftheindigenous people 
was the" law of rabbits". Smallpox 
did in North and South America, 
what rabbits did to Australia- They 
devastated it. 
Colombus' first expedition 
would provide the first indications 
of what would happen , but these 
were ignored by him and every other 
EuropeanHekidnapped 10Arawaks 
and returned to Spain. Three died en 
route. A year later when Colombus 
returned only two remained alive in 
Spain. Disease had destroyed them. 
The remaining two "specimens" died 
shortly. 
Were it not for for Smallpox, 
Cortez would have just been another 
dead Spaniard. His army was being 
obliterated by the superior numbers 
and the obsidian wielding soldiers of 
Cuitalhuac. However Cuitalhuac 
never finished the job because 
smallpox struck his army just before 
he struck Cortez a finshing blow. 
Cortez regrouped with more ships 
and more cannons, but by this time it 
was unecessa.ry. Cuitalhuac' s people 
I looktd 
and bthold 
an ashm 
horst; and 
htmho 
sat on it 
had tht 
namt 
.. Dmth .. 
littered the streets before a single shot 
was fired. The Fourth Horseman had 
struck an alliance with Cortez and 
the Spaniards and the consequences 
wer horrifying. 
Smallpox, plague, and influenza 
moved to Yucatan and Guatemala 
and the great empires of the Aztecs 
and the Maya fell to microbes. Spain 
took credit- and advantage of a sick 
and dying people. In 1505, many 
Aztecs many Aztecs had to sell 
themselvesintoslaverytosurvive.In 
less than twenty years, two thirds of 
the population of the Yucatan was 
wiped off the face of the Earth. The 
remaining population was enslaved. 
Costa Rica, Panama, and 
Nicaragua checked in as victims of 
what had become a pandemic. The 
military leader, Pizarro arrived in 
1532withonly170menand40horses 
Pizarro claimed he had conquered 
the areas. 
Pizarro was not the miltary 
genius he was reputed to be. 
Pestilence and civil war had preceded 
him into the re&on. Pizarro was 
simply the European who took the 
credit for the devastion. The Jesuits, 
in both Americas, converted 
the other Press 
thousandsofnativepeoplewhowere support their rapidly growing 
desperate for a cure. Their faith had numbers they had to resort to the 
been broken by a disease with no · giantbingoplexesoftodaytosupport 
cure. They assumed their gods had themselves. Various other gambling 
forsaken them and that the "white and illicit activities resulted as well. 
man's god" mustbemorepowerfull. The crisis atOka can trace it's origins 
However, even the Jesuit's god to smallpox. 
provided no cure and missionarys Finally in 1990, Elijah Harper, a 
becameplacesofgreatsufferingand Cree, said "No" and scuttled the 
death. Meech Lake Accord because it was a 
InNorthAmericaentirecultures further ignorance that native people 
were smashed and buried and this would not tolerate and were finally 
vast and majestic land was healthy enough to resist. 
depopulated at an alarming rate. What is the legacy of biological 
Slave trade was instituted, for there imperialism? 
weren't enough indiginous people, In1490theAmericascomposed 
that could withstand disease, left to 20% of the world's population. Less 
enslave. than a century, several epidemics, 
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land to conquest of the future. 
Disconnected from it's past in every 
way, including it's ties to Britain, 
which it severed in it's first civil war 
it has become a "cult of the future". 
Latin America has gone the 
opposite direction. They are 
inextricably linked to their past as a 
result of being a people of mixed 
blood and orphans. They are unable 
and unwilling to forget the past. 
In Central America, the native 
people became trapped in a tragic 
cycle which continues to this day. 
Nations reliant upon only one crop 
for survival fell to disease and as 
soon as a crop was found to replace 
and 1\adr.s mas 
folloWing mith 
him. BntholiQ! 
mas worn to him 
oucr a fourth of 
tht mrth, to kill 
With famint and 
prstilrnrc and 
Blacks were considered healthier 
and so Africans were added to the list 
of peoples victimized and infected 
with disease. Slave galleys were 
termed tumbeiros by the Portugese. 
This word translated means" floating 
tomb". 
Natives were induced to become 
agents of their own genocide. 
Canada's first corporation , The 
Hudson's Bay Corporation helped 
set the stage. Providing warn pun, a 
mark of prestige,in exchange for 
beaver tails, many native peoples in 
desperate straights began to destroy 
that which they had relied upon for 
sustenance- both physical and 
spiritual. 
Itwasnotjustbeaversthatwere 
decimated in this fashion but all 
animals which had previously 
enjoyed revered places in the 
idigenous cultures. 
Reservations were established 
as dying grounds for what was left. 
Up till the late 1970's South Africa 
drew from Canada's exarnpleand 
based apartheid on this very system. 
The natives did not die as expected 
and 400 years later began toovergrow 
their reservations. With little land to 
tht bmsts of 
tht mrth. 1\tu. 6:s 
and wars later it comprised a mere 
3%. 
In Central Mexico, before 
Columbus, thepopulationnumbered 
25 million. By 1568 the remaining 
two million were enslaved. Smallpox 
established the slave trade. 
Obliteration and exploitation of the 
idegenous people and wildlife plus 
reservations and apartheid. 
Canada shaped it's economic 
values around the policies of the 
Hudson Bay Company and the fur 
trade. The Hudson's Bay Company 
demonstrated that if you exploit the 
wilderness you canmakemoneyand 
accumulate power. 
Canadians have "skinned" the 
land of it's animals, it's trees, and 
moved from river to river damming 
them up. The result has 
been a conservation record which 
has consistently beenoneoftheworst 
in the world. It also helped produce 
dependency on an economy which 
has consistent! y been weak based on 
"renewable resources" that we fail to 
renew. 
The USA, withit'smanifest 
destiny has moved from conquest of 
it, a new disease arrived to wipe it 
out. It is not surprising to see that 
Central America is still in turmoil . 
Perhaps the only justice in all of 
this surrounds Columbus' death. He 
died in 1506 from syphilis. Vincente 
Pinzon, the master of the Nina also 
contracted the disease . Individual 
crewmen of the Santa Maria , Nina 
and the Pinta slept with 5 to 6 
Arawaks a night . 
To the indigenous peoples, 
syphilis was no more than a skin 
rash. In Europe, syphilis obediently 
followed the rule of rabbits. 
Many Europeans became 
covered in large tumours of weeping 
pus. Their bodies quite literally 
decayed. Body parts, including 
testicles, would rot and fall off. If 
syphilis reached the brain. madness 
resulted. Columbus died suffering 
from the delusion that he was the 
"ambassador of GOd". 
Columbusgotthetraderoutehe 
deserved. He brought civilization to 
the Americas and "syphilization" to 
Europe. 
Intheend,TheFourthHorseman 
took his quarter. 
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THE REFERENDUM 
What Does Your Vote Really Mean? 
by Karen Rempel Shelagh Day, vice-president of This raises questions about the early in the consultation process, but other thiligs are higher priorities, it 
The federal government is 
spending $300 million to convince 
the people of Canada to vote YES to 
the Charlottetown Constitutional 
Accord. Peoplealloverthecountry 
are discussing the accord. There is 
disagreement about what a YES vote 
will mean. There is disagreement 
about what a NO vote will mean. 
There is disa~ment about which 
vote will be bes-r for Canada. 
Dawn Black, MP for New 
Westminster-Bumaby and NDP 
status of women critic, supports the 
YES vote. She said the choice "is not 
between this accord and what we 
wanted. It is between this accord 
and the status quo ... Jhere is no 
better deal around the comer. " 
While Black supports the accord, 
shewantsonesectiontobemodified. 
Glenda Simms, president of the 
Canadian Advisory Council on the 
Status of Women, said the CACSVf 
has decided to support the accord, 
but proposes that it be modified in 
.four areas. 
the National Action Committee on integrity of the accord. were shut out of the men's club of makes sense to put the constitution 
the Status of Women, said NAC Also, the first ministers who first ministers and native leaders at asideuntilwehavetimetogiveitour 
decidedtorecommendaNOvoteto became involved at the end theend." fullattention.lbatis,itmakessense 
its membership of three million seemingly felt no obligation to the However, McDonald said to vote NO. 
women. In her recent speecq at consensus that had emerged from Canadians should vote YES so that What will happen if Canada 
Douglas College she said "It's the constitutional conferences. wecan "getonwithsolvingproblems votes NO? Shelagh Day said Brian 
important to get it [the accord] right, Throughout the earlier debate, the such as high unemployment, with Mulroney is creating an Apocalypse 
to do it thoughtfully and carefully." Now scenario, telling Canadians that 
The proeess through which the • if we vote NO the country will fall 
accord wasreachedisanewonefor There IS no apart and the economy will be in 
Canada: country-wide forums, ruins. Her response is that "the 
proposals, consultation. This was a economy is in trouble anyway. The 
positivesteptowardrepresentational nv;es, but ..... vote constitution won't make much 
government. But just because we I • difference in the face of global 
approve of the process doesn't mean recession, freetradeimplementation, 
we have to accept the first draft. In am the lack of a coherent labour 
fact, there are some compelling section relating to the election of making aboriginal self-government market strategy for retraining 
reasons not to. senators provided for "proportional work, and with achieving greater people." 
When it came time for the first representation in such a way as to justice for women." True, these are Dire prophecy aside, the fact 
ministers to sit down and write out increase representation of women important matters that need remairut that the accord was written 
the accord, based on the wealth of and minorities." The first ministers addressing. Perhaps McDonald is after a year of the most exhaustive 
informationgatheredfrom the year's dropped this wording. correct; maybe the constitution isn't consultation in Canadian history. Is 
consultations, it seems the spirit of Another point was raised by high on our list of priorities right the whole thing going to be thrown 
the process was lost. The federal Lynn McDonald, chair of sociology now. But does that mean we should out if the NO vote wins? This is 
government refused to include the and anthropology at the University accept a less-than-adequate highlyunlikely. Consensushasbeen 
Native Women's Association of of Guelph in Ontario. She said in an constitution? The new constitution reached in many areas. If Canadians 
Canada in the accord talks, even article in the Globe and Mail that couldbeinforceforanotherhundred vote NO then the consultation will 
though the Federal Court of Appeal "Women participated and were years. Remember the saying, ''Marry continue until consensus can be 
said they had a legal right to be there. heard at the community meetings in haste, repent in leisure." If these reached in the remaining areas. Day 
People are Dissatified with Accord Proposals 
stressed that it's important for 
Canadians to help the politicians 
interpretwhataNOvotemeans. To 
tell them whywearevotingNO,and 
whatcha.ngeswewantthemtomake. 
D 
Accord Section 1 
Affinns Fundamental 
Canadian Values 
This section includes the 
Canada Cause, which would guide 
the courts to interpret the entire 
Constitution, including the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms. TheCanadaOausesays 
our values and goals are: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
parliamentary democracy 
self-government and heritage 
protection for Aboriginal 
peoples 
recognition of Quebec's 
distinctive chara~ 
protection of minority 
language rights 
racial and ethnic equality, 
and cultural diversity 
6. respect for individual and 
collective rights and freedoms 
7. equality of women and men 
8. equality of provinces 
Dissatisfaction: The clause 
specifically mentions the rights of 
some groups, but doesn't mention 
the rights of disabled persons, 
lesbians and gay men, poor women 
and men, people of religious faiths, 
children and old people. Because 
some peoples' rights are mentioned 
and other peoples' rights are not, 
the clause may allow the courts to 
relax their standards in interpreting 
theCharterrightsofthepeoplewho 
are not mentioned. This would be 
an unintentionalnegativeimpactof 
the accord. Dawn Black said 
"concerned groups, such as persons 
with disabilities, should be 
specifically enumerated.'' 
D 
Accord Section 2 
Modemizes our 
Institutions of 
This section proposes reform to 
makeoursystemofgovernmentmore 
effective and responsive. Seats in the 
House of Commons would be 
distributed to provinces on the basis 
of population, with Quebec 
guaranteed 25% of the seats. The 
Senate would give equal weight to 
each province (6 seats), with 1 seat 
each for the territories, and additional 
seats for representatives of Aboriginal 
peoples. Senators would be elected 
rather than appointed. A double 
majority would be required for bills 
affecting French language or culture. 
The Supreme Court would be "the 
highest court in the land," aid would 
have a requirement that three of Jhe 
nine members have been admitted to 
law from Quebec's civil law bar. 
Vacancies would be filled by the 
federal government from lists 
submitted by provincial and territorial 
governments. 
Dissatisfaction: The proposed Senate 
reform does not make provision for 
"proportional representation of 
women aid minorities" in the Senate. 
Europeanand Scandinavian countries 
use a system of proportional 
representation to elect their 
governments; it would befairlysimple 
to adopt a similar system in our own 
government. Since proportional 
representation was clearly identified 
as desired by Canadians at the 
constitutional talks, it is puzzling that 
the first ministers ignored this desire 
at the final stage. Both NAC and the 
CACSW want the accord to require-
and not merely permit-provinces to 
institute measures toachieveequityin 
therepresentationofwomenandother 
disadvantaged groups. 
no 
Accord Section 3 
Reduces Duplication 
of Govemment 
Services 
This section re-defines 
governments' jurisdiction and power. 
Federal spending power would be 
limitedinareasofexclusiveprovincial 
jurisdiction. Provinces would be able 
to opt out of Canada-wide shared-
cost programs, aid would receive 
compensation as long as their own 
programs meet national objectives. 
Federal government would have 
responsibility for defence, 
international trade, criminal law, 
unemployment insurance, and old 
age pensions. Provinces would have 
sole responsibility for forestry, 
mining, tourism, housing, recreation, 
municipal and urban affairs, and 
labour market development and 
training. Culture am immigration 
would be subject to both federal and 
provincial jurisdiction. Agreements 
between the federal and provi~ial 
governments could not be changed 
without both parties' approval. 
Dissatisfaction: Reduced federal 
spending power means that people 
wholiveina provincethathasdecided 
to opt out of a program may receive 
services of lesser quality than people 
who live in other provinces. The 
CAC5W wants this section of the 
accord to include a clause that will 
"enable the federal government to 
ensure that [people] across Canada 
will have access to services of 
comparable quality." 
Accord Section 4 
Allows for Aboriginal 
Self-governp~ent 
This section recognizes 
Aboriginal peoples' inherent right 
to self-government, and describes 
how self-government will be 
achieved. Aboriginal governments 
would be a third level of government 
in Canada (in addition to federal 
and provincial). The form of their 
governmentwouldemergethrough 
negotiated agreements, with all 
Aboriginal peoples having access to 
the negotiating process. During the 
transition period federal and 
provincial laws would apply. 
Aboriginal laws would have to be 
consistent with federal and 
provincial laws. Self-government 
wouldnotcreatenewrightstoland. 
TheCharterofRightsand Freedoms 
would apply to Aboriginal 
governments. 
Dissatisfaction: Aboriginal 
women'srightsarenotassured. The 
Native Women's Association of 
Canada was illegally prevented 
from attending the accord talks. 
Aboriginal womenhavehistorically 
been discriminated against by 
whites and by their own bands. 
When Aboriginal women fought 
for and won therighttoequallndian 
status in the Indian Act, 70,000 
women regained their Indian status. 
Only 7,(XX) have been re-admitted 
to their bands because of the 
provisioninthelndianActthatsays 
bands am band council determine 
who can be in the band. Now, the 
accord says that all Aboriginal 
peoples will have access to the 
process of negotiating self- · 
government However, because of 
their history of gender inequality, 
women want the accord to include 
a clause that specifically states that 
they will be included in the process. 
Another problem is the accord is 
unclearaboutwhether,in transition 
period, Aboriginal women's 
Charter rights to gender equity will 
be recognized. 
As a matter of fact, while we are 
being asked to accept the accord in 
total, the document itself did not 
achieve full consensus by the people 
who drafted it. This raises the 
question, if they did not agree 
amongst themselves, why are they 
expecting us to? The answer seems 
clear: theywantthepeopleofCanada 
to decide whether we are willing to 
putupwiththeproblemsintheaccord 
ornot Ifweare,thentheydon'thave 
tokeepworkingtoachieveconsensus. 
If we are not, they'll have to go back 
tothedrawingboard. Thatseemsto 
be the true purpose of the 
referendum: tofindoutifCanadians 
are happy with the work they've 
done,orifwewantthemtokeepatit. 
' 
BS: We decided that to just leave the eagles on 
Grouse would be a waste, so we thought we 
would take them and put them to good work. 
We put our names on a waiting list, and four 
eagles came down. 
by Angela Chlotakos 
Whatwearegoingtodoistomakeatraditional 
staff for the native war veterans. Our native 
war veterans are our elders; they fought in the 
two world wars and weretreatedmostunfairly. 
They paid double the price for the country. 
They had to sign away their status to being 
with; they had to enlist as Scottish or French or 
English, or some other ethnic group. They had 
their lands taken away. They had their herds 
takenaway.All sortsofinjustices were imposed; 
and then upon their return, they weren't able 
to vote, they weren't able to purchase liquor, 
they weren't able to sit in the pub to have a 
drink with their buddies. 
What we hope to do as an association 
[First Nations Association of Douglas College] 
is to show our respect to our elders, and start 
there. We are hoping to present to the native 
war veterans this traditional staff of eagle 
feathers. We some of the feathers are painted 
half red, to signifythewounded,and therestof 
thefeatherswepaintallred,tosymbolizethose 
who had died. That is one of our projects 
though the first nations association here at 
Douglas college. 
We are going to have a day of recognition 
for the native veterans. In fact, for the first time 
inhistorytheywillbehavingtheirfirstnational 
day of recognition in Ottawa on October 20. 
We hope to serve as role models for future 
students who come to D.C. ... and respecting 
our elders is high on our priority list 
Weare also planning another FrrstNations 
meeting this week [September 20] but we 
would like, if at all possible, to move away 
from being spectacles. Respect our spirituality. 
Wedon'twantto.beondisplay, weare willing 
to share our culture, open up lines of 
communication, but we don't wont to be on 
display ... especially our spirituality. Some 
traditional dancing; a friend ship dance is 
something we could share. Sacred spiritual 
objects we don't want on display.We feel 
uncomfortable about that. A good analogy 
would be having the Roman Catholics display 
their holy water, or their communion post or 
whatever you call it. 
The federal 
govemment is 
failing to honor 
its treaties. 
AC: How many First Nations students are 
here at Douglas? · 
BS: What we are really proud of is that our 
numbers are growing. Its just phenomenal the 
numberofFirstNationsstudentsattendingthe 
college. 
AC: Do you have any numbers? 
BS:Idon'thaveanaccuratecount.Butididtalk 
toAnneFenton,atAccountsRecievableupstairs 
at the Accounting Office, she handles the 
Native students sponsorship forms and was 
saying that four years ago there was a total of 
one or two. And this year there were just so 
many that she did't know what to do. Its just 
hectic for her now, which is a good sign. But at 
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I set up an informal interview with 
Betsy Senyk at the beginning of September. 
We met in Charles Parker's (the 
Vu:ePresident Internal) office, where she 
greeted me warmly. Thefirstthingthatstruck 
mew hen I walked into the office was the sight 
of a large Canadian flag draped along the back 
wall. What is so striking aboutitis the figure of 
a First Nation's person superimposed in front of 
the the maple leaf. Betsy noticed my interest and 
stated it was a gift to Charles from her. Charles 
had taught Betsy how to pluck eagle feathers, 
and in return, it is tradition and a show of 
rest1ect to thank the person by giving them a 
that is their most prized possession. 
""""" . .,.. . ..,.' .. "'"still rather heartbroken forparting 
it. The eagles, which had died of an 
accidental poisoning, were obtained from 
fGnmS4~M~ou1lrtain.· Betsy further explained: 
the same token its like this catch 22 situation do here by petition the federal government to registration because you talk to two and ten 
with the federal government. honor its treaty obligations to the First Nations more would flock by as you are talking, and its 
We have experienced cutbacks of 30 % to peopleofCanadaand ceasewithholdingfunds so hard ... 
100%. Here we are trying to educate our from post secondary students." AC: Yah I know, its like "Oh my God! I don't 
people, but we're getting caught up in this and AC: How many people have signed this? want to hit desk number zzy 2341" 
its· seriously raising a lot of issues. One of the BS: Over one hundred. And we will be setting BS: Like which way is out! But it was really nice 
main issues it is raising is that if European thisofftothefederalgovernmentalongwitha to actually get support from Douglas College 
settlementisbasedontreatiesandagreements, every strong letter outlining our feelings in students. ltwasreallyreallygood,a)because 
to date the federal government has failed to regards to their treaty obligations concerning of the petition , and b) for the letter to Etherl 
uphold their treaties and obligations. So how theissuethatthey, the federal government, are Gardener.Itwas really good to get support as 
are we supposed to trust them? And what is failing to honoring their treaties. opposed to people just walking by, you know 
the point of talking self government? AC: So how did they decide which student "oh first nations, big deal." You know the 
There are some factions that want did get funding and which didn't? attitudes are coming around, and it's 
everything lock, stock and barrel. We do have BS: The way it happened was that we heard enlightening, its encouraging. 
some factions that want to settle under the rumors. That there was federal cutbacks and AC:I'dliketogobacktalk about the students 
constitution. We have certain factions who are there was no notification no, communications who were force to withdraw from school. Do 
totally undecided. However, there is the unity a tall, it was just "sorry there's no money, sorry you know any of them personally? 
that we do not want to settle and loose you will not be going to school this summer." BS: Hey, I'm one of them! 
~~Th~~~~ 11111111111111111111111111111111111 held our treaty agreements, and toda te the government has not. The avenue, the key to self 
governmentiseducation. They · 
would like to have more say in 
the government process and 
practices. Justhavinga support 
system here at Douglas college 
is important. We have such a 
diverse membership from the 
east coast to the west coast, 
different nationalities, different 
spiritual orientation. And yet 
most of us want unity. 
AC:SohowmanyFirstNations 
students have been elected to 
theDCSS? 
BS: Charles Parker is vice 
presidentinternal,and you have 
me, who's the native student 
rep, and to date that is all that I 
have. 
AC: How often does theFirst 
Nations Meet? 
BS: What I'm hoping to have is 
at least one meeting a month, 
and what we are working 
towards is to getting a special 
meeting room to practice our 
spirituality, we like to purify 
ourselves with Sweetgrass 
before we go into meetings, 
remove all negatives so that we 
may think and speak and feel 
andhearonlypositives towards 
our fellow brothers and sisters. 
One idea which has been 
brought forth is to have a room 
where we can produce a news 
letter so that we can keep in 
touch. That way we can have 
unity and have a common 
program that we work together. 
A First Nations news letter but we will be 
holding a meeting within the next weekend 
deciding what the membership would like to 
see where they would like to go. 
AC: Tell me more about the federal cuts in 
Native student funding. Do you have any 
personal experiences or experiences from 
others that you can share? How does this all 
link into treaty rights? 
BS:European settlement is based on treaties 
and agreements in exchange for land. What 
was agreed upon, was that the federal 
government would provide for health care, 
housing,education.And wehavesomehousing 
,but would leave a lot to be desired, health care 
and education. But at the post secondary level, 
it just seems to be there aren't any funds. And 
yet the federal government spent 80 million 
dollars celebrating "their" birthday( laugh) this 
July 1! So what we did at registration was we 
took a petition which said "we the undersigned 
AC: So when you went to the bank, or when 
you were expecting a letter or something you 
just found out "sony, no money." · 
BS: Yes, that's it. We just got notice and there 
was nothing, there was no preparations. A lot 
of students just got one tWo week notice and 
that was it 
AC:Wasitclosetothebeginningoftheterm? 
BS: Actualy we know certain students who 
had to withdraw from classes so they could get 
jobs to make money to live. One question that 
was raised, whichreallydoesmakesensc, was 
that maybe perhaps the federal goverr.ment is 
afraid of educated Indians. 
On a positive note, we have BC's first 
Native woman to be accepted at Harvard 
University. Her name is Ethel Gardener and 
she's been accepted on full scholarship to study 
law-so we sent her a letter of congratulations. 
AC: How many student shave signed? 
BS: Well it is hard to get students signatures at 
AC: Are you serious? 
BS: Yes! Serious. Yes, my funding was cut one 
hundred percent I was fully expecting to attend 
the summer semester as well as Mat...as well as 
myothersonJohn. Therearethreeofus ... there's 
other students, I don't know their names off 
hand, but they were fully expecting. to take 
summer courses, and within a weekandahalfs 
notice .. sorry .. no funding now.No funding. 
Why? Why not? But they have money, I know 
they have money! 
AC: How much on average do you get? Is it 
full tuition paid and a certain amount for 
living expences? 
BS: Yes, we do get a living allowance. 
AC: Including full tuition with books? 
BS:Yes 
AC: And that varies from •.• 
BS: It varies from province to province. It also 
varies too from band to band, and Indian 
Affairs? 
October 15, 1992 
AC: Dosinglemothersorpeoplewith-families 
get funding? Are they rareity? 
BS: Actually if you~ a look at Frrst Nations 
students you will find that the majority have 
families. 
-AC: And is their living allowance greater if 
they have a family? 
BS: Yes .... and that was my situation. I was 
supporting my seventeen year old son and I 
had to make some really drastic choices. 
AC: Now, what if you'er walking down the 
street, or sitting there manning your desk at 
registration and you stop someone and tell 
them, "Hi, the government has stopped 
funding us," and that person says, "well, so 
what?" 
BS: Aha, I've had that a couple of ... 
AC: How do you deal with somebody when 
they tell you "You Indians should get off 
your butts and get a real job." How do you 
speak to somebody with that mentality. 
BS: Without di~es_pect. Without disrespect. 
What I have done when I've been asked "well 
wedon'tgetfunding," well thenlsay, "without 
disrespect, European settlement was based on 
treaty r.ayments, and to date, we have been 
upholding our treaty obligations with the 
federal governments. 
AC: What are the First Nations treaty 
obligations? 
BS: To live on our reserves, give up our land, 
give up our culture, assimilate. Basically, it 
was in exchange for land. That was the treaty 
obligation. That was what European 
colonialization was based upon. .. our land ... and 
in exchange they were, and are, required to 
give us housing, and our education. and health 
care .. 
AC: So what if that same person said, "well 
then, why do you guys live in the city? And 
why are you showing off your culture? And 
you haven't assimilated that well, in fact 
you're trying to stand out even more. What 
about all these bands that are fighting for 
their land, what would you say to that? 
BS: (Laughter) I would say, 
well who is being dishonorable 
here? Who is breaking the 
treaties? And you will find, if 
you take a really good look at 
thepeoplewhoareprotesting, 
they have valid claims to their 
land. ,A lot of people hold to 
their land. A lot of people hold 
land title to 80% of Canada. 
Mostpeopledon'trealizethat. 
If you take a look at 
comprehensive land claims, 
they're just phenomenal. 
AC: Would most of that land 
beintheNorth •• intheareas... 
BS: Well, just look at 
Musqueam Nation. Most of 
Vancouver, its all Musqueam 
traditional land. And they have 
a land claim on it. When we 
havethegatherings,ourpublic 
gathering, we thank the 
Musqueam Nation for 
allowing us on their territory; 
we recognize their rights. A lot 
of their people, up until the20s 
and 30s lived in Stanley Park. 
And the government came and 
threw them out Uterally,came 
and removed them 
... physically removed them. 
Charles' family used to live in 
Stanley Park. And they were 
removed from their land. And 
the land just taken. And back 
in those days, we didn't have 
educated people ... people 
educated in the Canadian 
Federal System. But now we 
liiiil are gett:ing educated. We are trying to get educated andfight for our rights. But again, we find ourselves trapped in this Catch-22 _position. People 
are saying, we're going to have another Oka. I 
believe there is truth to it. 
A: Here in BC.? 
B:We'regoingtohaveitoverfisheries. It'snot 
just ignorance on any one, it's ignorance on all 
peoples' parts. The federal government does 
not educate the non-First Nations peoples on 
first nations rights. It's just one violation after 
another. The peoples, theFirst Nations, can 
only take so much. 
A: Now what do you think about how the 
fisheries problem has been dealt with? What 
about the sock-eye salmon depletion? 
B: I think it i~ a misrepresentation of the first 
nations people. I think that before any kind of 
statements are made, know that there has been 
a thorough investigation made on both sides. 
It's really easy to blame Frrst Nations people, 
"Oh. they're over-fishing." It's not necessarily 
so. You have a lot of scab fishermen out there 
that are not Frrst Nations and there is no 
mention of-them. the Other Press 
A: What types of fishing do the first nations 
people do? Is it net fishing or along the 
shore? You know, the kind you get 20,000 
fish at once or ••• 7 
B: (laughing )'Are you kidding?! It's greatly 
disproportionate, what's being related in the 
media. Are you kidding? If that was the way, 
we would be laughing. We'd be able to feed 
ourselves plus sell off the surplus. There's no 
way, there's noway. Not only that, there's also 
mercury poisoning that is turning off an awful 
lot of Frst Nations people to even eating fish 
these days. Thatisagreatconcemofours. And 
that's not even our doing. 
doom and destruction. Sodon'tassignJohnny 
to seat number three! It's little things like this. 
lhey make su1=h a big difference. 11 you cross 
cultures, just be aware. We are different, we 
have a different culture. Understand this ... and 
understand that we are going to attain self 
government..and prepare for it; and self 
government means we can take care of our 
own affairs. Set our own laws. 
Understand that 
we are going to 
attain self 
govemment 
T odayin philosophy class, I was talking to 
my instructor and asked him "are we going to 
have any discussion of our relationships with 
Flrst Nations people?" and he said he found it 
difficult to do. He attempteq it two years ago 
and he said itisadifficult time ... youdon'tfind 
anything in the curriculum. Look at the library, 
you don't find anything in there from a First AC: Tell me more about yourself. 
Nations perspective. They are all non-first BS: I am a product of Canadian Federal 
nations views... Legi 1 ti 1 1 t 
AC: But thars to be expected. Most of the s a on. grew up on a r~e. spen 
almost six years in a residential sChool. literature in the libr.uy is not even from a AC: The primary grades? 
woman's perspective. Why is that? Most of BS: Grades one to six. 
that stuff is written by white males of their AC: When were sidential schools closed? 
respective dominant class. BS: In the late sixties. I was one of the last; but 
BS: Yes. Butthosethingsaregoingtochange. the curriculum was the same as when they 
That's what we're here for. I have actually had started. ''Be ashamed of being FrrstNations". 1 
. students come up to me and thank me for . was raised, either Catholic or Protestant, but 
enlightening them on First Nations issues. they all thought the same thing. That the 
AC: What would you like to see the First missionaries were here to "save" the First 
Nations Association accomplish this yeatl Nations people. We were such ''heathens" and 
What is your own personal"thing" you'd such "savages". 
like to see it accomplish? AC: Who ran the schools? 
BS: I'd like to see a strong support system so BS N d · Th · al 
Frrst Nations students don't feel intimidated. : uns an pnests. ere was emotion 
abuse, physical abuse and sexual abuse. I've 
So they don't feel lost. I'd like for them to find beeninrecoveryforsometime becauseofthese 
culturally··· Its regard, sharemanyvalues, we residential schools. I live for many years 
share different ones. And just open the lines of ha 1 I had n1 th · 
communication. Toeducateotherstudentson tingmypeop e. seeno Y enegative. 
Seeing only that they were drunken Indians. 
the issues. The mentality is that "oh. Frrst Not really understanding why. The ones twho 
Nations issues have already been dealt with. reallyunderstand,theonesthathavethatproud 
We've already settled all this." Well, they're picture. I made a committment to do my part 
not! They' renotsettle; they are far from settled. tochange,reinstate mypeopletothetraditional 
People just don't understand natives. Some ways of indigenous society. And so 1 role 
Flrst Nations people think we have extended modeled. I speak out against injustice, and 
too much respect. We've given too much in assist in helping students. 
exchange for what we've had in return. You And 1 talked to my cousin, 1 guess last 
just take a look at all the prime land which has month, there are nuns who have come back to 
beentakenfromus.Turnedintodevelopments, the reserve and so have their students who 
taxation from the resources, tied up in the attended their school. Thev are wishing to 
bureaucr~cy .... Again, the vision of the touch home base. Talk about it. The nuns want 
Department oflndian Affairs, the funding that 
to go back and see their former-students. 
AC: What for? 
BS: Make amends I guess. I'm quite willing. I 
fact I'm going back in December specifically 
for that reason. I feel that, I am carrying 
baggagefrommyexperiences,andthatlwon't 
let go of that baggage. Until I do, make this 
contact, to forgive, is when I will let go. And I 
think I need to make that contact to d() that. 
And I thought alot for a long time, but I'm 
going back and I'm going to visit. 
Part of the process of healing is to 
acknowledge that these things happen. And a 
lot of students from residential schools, they 
are still in the denial stage. They won't admit 
that this happened. It's really hard to deal 
with to go see them[ the nuns and preists], to 
look at them. 
I've come to a level of understanding . .l 
.and stand up to our Federal Gove~ent, 
which calls itself democratic. We were smcere 
people. First Nations people had respect, they 
understood how to cure people in order to 
survive. And that was all stripped away. 
Ethnocentrism. Is that what it's called? They 
just didn't see. They just didn't see the good in 
us. But we're on our way up. 
I guess the main message is thatinspiteof 
all this, we still wish tocoexistwith our brothers 
and sisters. We still wish to live in a circle of 
respect. You have to replace the negatives with 
positives. And that's what I'm trying to do. 
But without non-First Nations being 
educated in the issues, accepting what they 
did. Its going to be difficul tto tum and embrace 
the First Nations people and accept them as 
respectable, responsible and truthful people. 
I'vealwaystoldmysons,andhold that maybe, 
that we, probably will not see full recovery in 
their generation; maybe ~ot in their son's 
generation, but in their son's grandchildren's 
generation. And we will definitely be. 
AC: Are all students invited to attend the 
First Nation's Association meetings? 
BS: Sure, even though we call ourselves First 
Nations Association, our circle is open to all 
creeds and nations. 
One misconception which really needs to 
be cleaned up,especiallyattheCollegelevel, is 
it wasn't Christopher Columbus who found 
theFirstNations people, it was the FtrstNations 
peoplewhofoundColumbus.Onedaywewill 
find a way to blend with the European system, 
and we will attain our balance. One day, we 
will definately be reinstated as the people we 
once were. 
goes into there is supposed to~-------------------------------------, 
be for FtrstNationsPeople. But 
70% of that gets locked up in 
bureaucracy and paperwork. 
And only 30% of the funding 
actually reaches the Firlt 
Nation's people. 
But other than that, just 
education I think. You know, if 
we have cross cultural 
awareness, just a knowledge of 
the issues, a knowledge of just 
what the Federal Government 
has done to the Flrst Nation's 
people, thenmaybe, wecanget 
some support. Maybe then, we 
would actually see some long 
lasting settlements, and 
honoring of these agreements. 
I believe that 
discrimination will die; 
resentment will die, or fade ... or 
at least fade. This petition and 
thisletterofcongratulationand 
support is how things at 
Douglas College are starting to 
change. 
There is a daycare center 
being proposed hereatDouglas 
College, and I would like to 
have culturally appropriate 
programs for our children. I'd 
like to educate the child care 
workers, or whoever is hired to 
mind the children, to 
understand that First Nation's 1111111111111111111111111 
people are raised differently. 
There'slittlethings.SuchasFrrst 
Nations people are raised not 
to make eye contact with their 
elders;that' sasignofdisrespect 
AC: Ya like "You look at me 
when I'm talking to you, 
Johnny!" 
BS:Yes,andmeanwhile,Johnny 
has been raised that it is 
appropriatenottodothat.Also, 
story telling for the children. 
You have-a story teller with the 
drum. Drumming, singing. 
Uttle things like that. They 
mean so much. · And, other 
things, like numbers; the 
number three signifies death, 
A story of the decline of a 
viaeo game star. 
lhob Skald Guttenwitz. 
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Other Arts & Review----------------
Vancouver Opera opens season with Rigoletto 
by Byrun Stedmann 
The 1992/1993 season of the 
Vancouver Opera opens on October 
17th, with the Giusseppe Verdi's 
dramatic opera, Rigoletto. 
Caruso International 
Competition. 
Voice Stephen Aberle also star in this Opera Music Director, David Agler. 17, 20, 22, 24 and 'lb, at 8:00p.m. 
timeless opera. The production will Rigoletto will be playing at the Look for a review of Rigoletto 
be headed up by new Vancouver QueenElizabethTheatreonOctober bySeanVeleyinthe0ctober27issue. 
Brenda Harris plays the part of . 
Gilda. Ms. Harris' voice has been 
described as showing" ... no sign of 
hesitation, rattling off trills and runs 
in a bold, confident fashion." 
1gg2jg; Vancouucr Oprra ~mson 
The opera is centered around a 
deformed, hard-hearted, cynical 
courtjester(Rigoletto), who feels love 
only for his daughter Gilda. Tensions 
rise as the innocent Gilda becomes 
the object of desire of the licentious 
Duke of Milan, which leads the 
twisted Rigoletto to a diabolical 
resolution. 
The Magic Flute Dialogues qf the Carmelites 
The Duke of Milan is played by 
Michael Rees Davis in his debut 
performance. He has just come from 
performancesattheMetinNewYork. 
David Pittsinger will appear in the 
role of Sarafucile, the assassin. The 
acclaimed Mr. Pittsinger will also 
doubleasthenobleCountMonterone. 
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
January 30, February 2, 4, 6, 8, 1993, 8:00pm 
by Francis Poulenc 
March 13, 16, 18, 20, 1993, 8:00pm 
La Boheme 
by Giacomo Puccini 
April 24, 27, 29, May 1. 3, 1993, 8 :00pm 
May 2, 1993, 2:00pm 
Rigoletto stars Kim Josephson 
in the title role . He has won many 
awards, including the Puccini 
Foundation Award and the Enrico 
Steven Horst, Richard DeVillier, 
Leslie Allison, Don Wright, Fiona 
Blackbur~, Li-Ping Zhang and 
For ticket information call 280-3311. VIsa, Mastercard and American Eqness 
accepted. 
Fortune & Men 's Eyes Socially Relevant, but Needs Work 
Last Saturday night I ventured 
downtoMainStreettoseeFortune&: 
Men's Eyes. I had never heard of the 
play and did not know the story 
behind it until I sat down in the tiny 
and poorly lit theatre and read the 
playbill. ltisdescribedas"(being)of 
great social and political relevance." 
It is based on playwright John 
Herbert'sexperienceinjailafterbeing 
convicted of homosexuality in 1963. 
Fortune & Men's Eyes 
by John Herbert 
Vancouver's Uttle Theatre 
October 9 - 23 
by Marion Drakos 
Fortune &: Men's Eyes is the 
storyoffourmen who share a prison 
cell. Rocky (David Cubitt) is the 
typical "tough"; Queenie (Allan 
Grant)isadragqueen. The foursome . I found the characters of Rocky 
is completed by Mona (Steve and Queenie to be stereotypical and 
Amazzal), the shy, abused prisoner; felt that they too often engaged in 
and Smitty (Cameron Forbes), the unnecessary rhetorical banter. Smitty 
new kid on the block. The story and Mona are far more intriguing 
focuses on the character of Smitty as becausetheirrelationshipis the closest 
he goes from the tenderfoot prisoner to being believable. Both Rocky and 
to one of the "politicians" who run Queenie try to use Smitty for their 
the jail. own gain but Mona only wants 
The play itself is well written Smitty's love. 
and certainly socially relevant, but I Although all the characters 
wouldliketoseeitupdatedandseta participate in homosexual activity, 
little closer to our time instead of the few of them enjoy it. Rocky uses sex 
1950's. Some of the impact of the as a means of holding power and 
story (Mona's being sent to jail for teaches Smitty this as well, while 
being gay) is lost as we sit back and Mona is a rape victim; only Queenie 
say ''Yes, but that was 40 years ago." revels in his sexuality. 
Theslansthatisused throughout the The second act of the play is 
playmightberealisticformid-1950's, much better than the first part. This 
but it tends to be lost on a young maybebecauseCameronForbestook 
1990's audience. acting lessons during intermission. 
The New Age of Jazz 
~----------------Thomas Halmosl 
It's an irony that 
technologically Q.U •ra.UOLO::U 
musical compositions 
North American record 
popular radio s 
inspiration from 
syncopations ~r•~~1na 
life among slaves because these forms evolved, As the manydifferentforms 
· · . eased ,:,. daily ofjazzbecamepopularamongwhite 
~10I11m;aacun4:>nt:o~ · . . ... North Americans many lifestyles 
<>?t: slave and slave keeper were 
· · =: :=====· and the world of musical 
·=·=···=:: :.:: · would never be the same 
African and South .~~~~;~Siin came a 
continents. European 
Ever since the import of Black The Blues. 
slavelabourerstotheSouthemUnited Blacks as a means 
states between the sixteenth and Blues was a desparate ··=· 
seventeenth centuries Black which some could earn 
immigrantswereoppressedbyWhite living performing on 
estate owners. and in community halls. 
Protest songs, work chants, and As The Blues gained 
spiritual rhythms were a part of daily a diverse music style known as Tait====::=:=mi:eh4:ied 
''Under Their Skin" 
. \rtt:-:t: l:lrikt> ~:be· ling 
Xovembe1· ;) - December 2 
Ungo Box 51 DO 
Car Alarm 
$299 · 
Installed most 13'5 
Uniden RD·9n 
Radar Detector 
$115 
··I.C.B.C. 
Windshield 
Claims Welcome 
-Free Wiper 
Blades 
-Free Deluxe 
Interior Clean 
..Courtesy Cars 
Available 
Call now for 
appointment!!! 
While supplies last! Sale ends Dec. 1192 
641-9073 
- ~ - - -- - - - --- -~~~~~-
In the beginning of the play he 
tries to be a nervous convict but only 
looks like a nervous actor. During 
the second act he gets it right and 
gives it all he's got. David Cubitt 
gives an excellent performance 
marred only by his tendency to talk 
to fast. During arguments with 
Queenielfoundwhatwasbeingsaid 
hard to follow because of his rapid 
delivery. 
AllanGrant'sQueeniewasgood 
comic relief but he reminded me a 
little to much of Frank'n'Furter from 
the Rocky Horror Picture Show 
(throughouttheshow I kept expecting 
him to break into 'Sweet 
Transvestite'!). 
Overall the best performance 
was Steve Amazzalin the role of 
Mona. He showed the truest 
emotions of any of the actors; when 
he confesses to Smitty the events 
leading up to his imprisonment, you 
actually feel for his character's 
predicament. 
There is one character I forgot to 
mention: the Guard played by Alan 
Difiore. His part is small but well 
done. However, his voice reminded 
me of the Cop in Hitchhikers Guide 
of the Galaxy ('We don't want to 
shoot you, Beeblebrox ... ") 
All things considered, Fortune 
&: Men's Eyes is nQt a great play, but 
it is a good playandquiteeffective in 
some places. It is not a play that 
makes any kind of intense political 
statement, but it is a dramatic and 
realistic portrayal of prison life. If 
you have a few extra dollars, take the 
time and check it out. 
SolUld 
Protection! 
What's the perfect thing to give 
yourself and to everyone you love? 
AnewPML.™ 
The Quorum Personal Attack 
Alarm blasts an unnerving 107dB 
alarm at anyone you sense danger 
from. Wear it on your belt or purse-
pull the pin if you must. 
Ideal for students) joggers, 
travellers, shoppers, public transit 
riders, late shift workers, seniors, 
women and the person who wants to 
keep everything. 
Jean Roux 
- Independent Distributor 
293-1981 or 294-2760 
Quorum,. Network Security & Safetys• 
• 
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Changing State of Mind · 
_by_Ang _ us_A_dal_r ------- while to discuss a very new State of notplaywith thefusionand technical hard edged guitar tends to direct the our interview so that Vic could speak 
""<lt Ot Ot Olanges,. 
-David Bowie-Changes 
lbeAutumnalEquinox isaday 
of change and soitseemedapropriate 
lhatthis was thedaythat Vic Wayne, 
the lead singer of State of Mind, and 
I came together for the first time in a 
LifeStyles condoms are 
manufactured by Ansell-, the 
large condom manufacturer 
in North America. 
For 1he love of your life! 
Mind . tightness of Eli Paull( the previous flow. · to a friend who had just walked by. 
1be band posseses more focus drummer) but has supplanted his ReeceTerriscontinuestoexpand She was newly married and 
now and a harder edge~ 'They have own highly solid chops which the defintion of keyboardist. Using pregnant, and Vic was genuinely 
done away with close to 14 songs, possessesthespontaneousvibefound little or no synthesizer but simply more interested in catching up on 
which while good, were sending the more often in rock and hard edged experimenting with different these significant events in her life 
band in toomanydifferentdirections. music. amplification feeds and distortion than he was in promoting himself to 
Vic and I talked at length trying to Therestofthebandhasnotbeen peddles is producing some rather me. It spoke volumes for how 
define the sound and finally idle. Vic continues to write powerful unique sounds. unisolated he is despite the success 
he and the entire band have begun to 
enjoy and which he continues to 
downplay. I have no doubt that it 
will take a while for State of Mind to 
lose it's audience and it's connection 
to people. 
On the topic of censorship, Vic 
said that any major record label that 
would pressure him not to write a 
song like Cry Out Loud because it 
deals with some issues about AIDS 
wouldn't understand why they 
should be signed in the first place. 
There is a distinct trend in music 
lately. More and more music with a 
message - with artistic vision - is 
finding the words to express the 
overwhelming angst of our 
generation. The bands are diverse in 
their style but they are all a Cry Out 
Loud to whoever is listening. They 
are the folk music of what some see 
as a lost generation ,overwhelmed 
by what the previous generations 
have done. 
State of Mind. Clockwise from rlaht: VIc Wavne. Reece Terris. Steve Monteith, Matt Holden. and Bruce McKinla.v. 
Ifeelnow,morethaneverbefore, 
that State of Mind will continue to 
speak volumes through their music 
and will continue to challenge people 
to use their heads and think about the 
world in which we live. We need 
State of Mind. Some of the old fans 
havewalkedawayfrom StateofMind 
claiming that they "used to be fun". 
Truth is; State of Mind has simply 
moved from being social 
consciousness you can dance to 
towards consumate recording and 
performing artists who make you 
think. While I enjoy the former I 
prefer the latter. 
concluded that they had acheived a 
sound of their own. 
Fansnoticeittoo.Moreandmore 
people are saying to the members of 
State of Mind, "I really like 
yoursound". What has preciptated 
this change ? An entire new rhythm 
section."These guys are difinitely 
more sexy than the other guys," I was 
assured. 
Matt Holden has taken over on 
bass and background vocals . As a 
result the band has gained the 
advantage of a bass player with' a 
good ear for melody who doesn't 
"compete" with the other 
instruments. Bruce McKinlay now 
provides the drum beats. He does 
and intense lyrics that have always 
been true to where he comes from. 
That scene is the underground 
Edmonton music scene which has 
produced some amazing talent from 
The PursuitofHappinessandJunior 
Gone Wild to some skilled backup 
musicians that have played with 
Spirit of The West and Sara 
McLaghlan. 
Steve Monteith continues to 
improve on guitar and his sounds 
are more prominent on the new 
material. The effect is somewhat of a 
reversalofthesoundofStateofMind. 
In the earlier material, the rhythm 
section dominated and the guitar was 
just enhancement. Now, Monteith's 
Artiscally speaking, State of 
Mind has never been better. Despite 
the grey cloud of two band members 
leaving , the silver lining has 
contributed imeasurably to forging a 
more powerful! group of artists 
Preserving one's artistic 
integrity when youarewritingabout 
some of the social issues, big and 
small, that populate a song list for 
State of Mind, is always important. 
We talked about the almost 
McCarthyistfeelformusicandTVin 
the states. We also discussed how 
some bands have become separated 
from their audience with continued 
successandhowthiscanaffectartistic 
vision. Westoppedmidwaythrough 
1be future, no doubt, holds 
many more positive 
changes.Advance word is that 
another album, from State of Mind 
may soon be arriving and possibly a 
major label deal to boot, if things go 
well. 
There is also the possibility of 
tour schedules soon being arranged, 
if State of Mind can avoid having to 
compete with the mega tours. Look 
for more of State of Mind. After a lot 
of time and effort, their time has 
come,evenifsomepeopledon'tknow 
it yet. 
To Censor or Not to Censor? 
by Karen Rempel 
Censorship with clout caveman 
A says ''Man you are one ugly 
mother''; caveman B clubs caveman 
over the head. And so begins the 
human race's long and uneasy 
association with censorship. 
The recent controversy over 
rapper lce-T's song, "Cop Killer'', 
brings censorship to the forefront 
again.Somepeopleareaskingrecotd 
companies to censor their artists' 
lyrics. But the real issue is far more 
basic. Todaythecensorshipargument 
revolves around two seemingly 
opposing viewpoints. On one side, 
freedom of expression. On the other 
side; propagation of hate messages 
that lead to stereotypes and possibly 
to murder. 
"Everyone has the right to 
freedom of opinion and expression," 
So states the United Nations General 
Assembly in Article 19 of the 
Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights. This statement was made in 
1948, three years after Hitler's murder 
of 25 million people. Hitler's death-
toll is often quoted by people who 
favor censorship of hate messages. 
Ice-T himself used this argument in 
an interview with the Vancouver Sun: 
''Who's more dangerous, who's more 
powerful, the guy out on the street 
with a gun. or the guy who talked 
himintodoingit? ... somebodylike 
Hitler." 
Ironically, Hitler gained his 
power through suppression of 
freedom of 
stated to Newsweek that while 
controversialactslikeMadonna won't 
be affected, new rappers will have· a 
harder time getting signed . .,.The 
messageisclear:ananti-blackdouble-
standard. 
The movie Terminator II 
portrayed violence against 
Ttold the Georgia Strait,heuses hard-
core imagery to attract his audience, 
kids who might rob a store, steal a 
car, or shoot somebody in the face. 
Once he has their attention, he tells 
what happens to the kids who use 
that gun. He explained in Billboard 
magazine that his message is, "go to 
speech. No one ~!!1!!!~~·-•••••III!!!I!I!!!••IJ!!!!IIIJ!!!!II•~------
was allowed to Wh•le cts 1•1_, Mad 
school, doesn't end 
up in jail, drugs ain't 
gonna help you . .. 
learn through my 
experience." Andhe 
told ~he Vancouver 
Sun that rap music is 
breaking the 
stereotypes that have 
been built between 
the races, that white 
kids are starting to 
like and try to 
understand black 
~=t:~~~ 1 ... a ll\e onna 
~~ogr~~t~n h~ won't be affected, new 
~i~~nee~- p t e t~ rappers will have a harder 
censorship of an 
~~~~~:=:;time getting sig~. 
supposed that••••••••••••••••••-•••••-
censorship of 
Hitler's hate-messages would have 
prevented the holocaust, it was 
censorship of opposing views that 
allowed Hitler to gain the power he 
did. 
Censorship of black artists like 
Ice-T could be equally devastating. 
During the recent clamor for music-
lyric censorship, Tim Carr, a talent 
scout for Ice-T's record company 
policemen-Itreceivedlittlecriticism. 
Ice-T portrays a character who is 
protesting police brutality; he has 
ended up withdrawing his album 
because policemen feel it is an 
incitement to murder. 
With the focus on the song Cop 
Killer, little mention was made of the 
song's warning about the dangers of 
drug use and gang warfare. As Ice-
kids. 
If record companies use 
censorship to quell an artist~s 
disturbingmessages,oursocietymay 
lose that artist's positive messages as 
well. Ineverycaseofcensorship,free 
expression is sacrificed. In some 
cases, the consequences have been 
horrifying. Maybe we haven't come 
far from the cave-man after all. 
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OtberSports 
DC Royal Teams Crush Camosun 
by Baine Leong 
Opening their 92/93 season, 
Douglas College's Women's 
Basketball team hosted and defeated 
CamosunCollegelastFridayOctober 
9th. The game started with a slow 
pace but Douglas Royals did not 
hesitate in taking a strong lead. 
The Royals stayed consistent 
With tough defense. Veteran Teresa 
Van Santen of the Royals came with 
over three interceptions and 
breakaway lay-ups early on. 
Outsideshooter,BrookeNygard 
also added to the lead. 
Camosun .9v~ a better match 
when the time counted down to 4:25 
minutes left. The game for both 
teams sped upandamoreaggressive, 
competitive game appeared. Both 
teams went into bonus. 
However, with cohesive 
teamwork by the Royals Women, 
they doubled the score to 39-18 witP. 
2:59 minutes left counting on the 
clock. Defense for Camosun leaked 
Frrstyear student Robin Knight, 
a graduate of Centennial, then came 
onto the court, and with Van Santen, 
Douglas weaved through the lacking 
Camusondefensetoadd to the Royal 
score. Sinead Murray, from North 
Delta, sunk a basket just as the half-
. time buzzer sounded with the score 
51-18 for Douglas. 
In the seco~ half, first years, 
Jenee Lutz and Marlee Siemens 
proved to be strong centres in the 
offensive key. Lutz drew in 19points; 
meanwhile Siemens came with 15 1be five starters Knopp, Hayre, 
points. JustinPadvaiskas, HolfordandChad 
Camosun came back to life on Caldwell played as a team with 
the offensive but could not match the excellent passing and ball-handling 
score due to lack of shooting skill. to bring the score to 26-8. 
VeteranTtllyWoodsbroughtin However Camosun defense 
a strong offense as well in the post pressed harder in the backcourt as 
and to the side. well as the post positions to give 
Again. the holes in Camosun' s Douglas a better match. The result 
defensebroughtmoreoppurtunities was better· defense by Camosun . 
for Douglas to score. Both teams got fouled into the bonus 
The top scorers for Douglas 
College were Robin Knight with 22 
points, Tilly Woods with 20 points, 
]enee Lutz with 19 points, Marlee 
Siemens with 15 points, and Teresa 
Van Santen with 14 points. Fmal 
score was 11547 for Douglas. 
Steve Todd joins Royals Richard 
Norman in recruiting and coaching 
some top players to join "five 
returning vets, all starters from last 
year's BCCAA Silver Medalists." 
Afterwards, Douglas Royals 
Men Basketball Team opened their 
own season by crushing Camosun 
College of Victoria in an exhibition 
gameat7pm. 
The Royals pulled to their 
offensivethreatwith#40VernKnopp 
initiating the Douglas score. The 
running time stood at 19:39 minutes 
and counting down in the first half. 
With some fast breaks and 
interceptions by guards Oncar Hayre 
and 1st year Matt Holford, the score 
pulled away to 9-2 for Douglas. 
situation. . 
Douglas' Chris Pershick, and 
Tony Greenidge came on to sub at 
eight minutes to count down. 
Pershick pressed the Camosun 
offense in the back court, forcing the 
ball to be turned over to Douglas by 
Camosun' s ten-second violation. The 
defense by Douglas was extremely 
intense. 
1be half-time score was left at 
56-38 for Douglas. 
Both teams doubled their scores 
in the second half. The pressure on 
defense brought in a tough physical 
game. There was excellent passing 
bytheentireteamand "every player 
contributed at least four points." 
Douglas loosened their defense 
for a cleaner game with less fouls in 
the first half, still both teams went 
into bonus again. 
Camosun pulled up behind 
Douglas 99-70 in the last minute to 
close the gap a little with the few 
extra points. 
However Douglas pulled away 
to win the game 103-72. 
TopscorerVemKnopps brought 
13 
"Hey! Quit shoving, you: I'm trying to shoot for two!" 
in 29 points and 9 rebounds, and Coachingtheteamforthe92/93 
Chad Caldwell scored nextin line 23 season is head coach Steve 
points. The post play by Douglas BeauchampandassistantcoachesBill 
was excellent. Matthews and Sean Beasley. 
DC Royals Women Place First, Men Second at Ogopogoo Tournament in Kelowna 
1be Douglas College Women's TheDouglasMeneasilyhandled 
and Men's Volleyball teams traveled the much weaker Cariboo College 
to Kelowna to compete in the squad. Ledbystrongmiddlehitting 
Ogopogoo Volleyball Tournament by Adam Faris and Jeff Foo, and 
on October 9th & lOth. Douglas powerlul hitting from Jason Baxter, 
completed the tournament with a 6 the team cruised to an easy 3 game 
and 0 won/loss mark winning the victory in the match. 
tournament defeating arch-rival Stron$ blockin$ by Mike 
1WU in the final. McNamara, Jason Baxter and Adam 
Douglas led by the strong play Faris powered the Douglas Men to 
of Tournament MVP Donna Furlani an easy 3-game victory over the 
who contributed 53 Kills and 28 Calgary-based school. The SAlT 
Blocks. Other players of note were Trojans came out hitting hard, and 
first year player Daria Vandergraaf managed tomakeitcloseforthefirst 
with 24 Kills and 42 Blocks, Marcie 2games, but the Royals blasted them 
Sattler with 17 Kills and 16 Blocks, in the third, allowing only 2 points 
whileMeggin Scarlett added 23 Kills scored against them. 
and 10 Blocks. In the fourth match Douglas 
Overall the whole team faced a much improved Okanagan 
contributed to their success this Laker team who refused to give up. 
weekend. Also of note Daria TheRoyalswerepacedbyhardhitting 
Vandergraaf was named to the All- Jason Baxter with blocking support 
Star team. from Jeff Foo and Mike McNamara. 
Next action for the club will be Key setting from Paul Chu proved to 
on Saturday Oct. 17th when they be the difference in this marathon 
openuptheir1992-93BCCAAregular match. Thetwoteamstradedgames 
season as the square up against throughout the match with only 2 
Columbia Bible College at Douglas. points when Baxter hit a set from 
Game time 6:00pm. Chu off the Laker block and out of 
lbeDouglasMenmetrivallWU 
in their matcn of the 92-93 season. 
Setting up a rematch of last year's 
BCCAA Final. Douglas, with a 
smaller team than the Spartan,s, had 
3 returning starters compared to 
1WU's5. Afterlosingthefirstgame, 
Douglas rallied back to win Games 2 
& 3 to take the lead, but the Spartans 
battled back to take the 2 rally point 
gamestowinthematch3gamesto2. 
bounds. 
lbeNAIT Ooks proved to be no 
match for the more experienced 
Douglas team in game#S. Although 
the Royals gave up one game, there 
wasnodoubtastothesttongerteam. 
Serving was the key, paced by Adam 
Faris and Braden Gavert. 1be NAIT 
team had trouble passing and 
therefore had trouble running any 
offense. The Royals took advantage 
of this with strong hitting from Mike 
McNamara, Jeff Foo and William 
MacLean. Douglas won the match3 
games to 1. 
Both 1WU and Douglas College 
worked hard to make it to the finals, 
butitbecameapparentthatplaying4 
matchesinadaywastakingitstollon 
both squads. It came down to which 
team could dig deep to produce a 
NISSAN 
Canada's Ski Airline 
win. Theteamswereequalinpiaying 
ability, as the scores reflect, but the 
Spartans wanted the game more. 
Thesetwoteamswillmorethanlikely 
square off in the provincia! final again. 
The Douglas team hasimprovedand 
will keep improving every game. 
'We can't let one match set the 
tone for the season. but are pleased 
with what we accomplished this 
weekend. Westillhavealotofwork 
to do," says coach Brian Newman. 
The Royals' Jason Baxter 
receivedanAll-Starforhisplayatthe 
tournament. The Royals would also 
like to thankRucanor Canada for the 
Warm-up track suits worn by the 
team. 
PRESENTS~ l}J!\)~ ··· 
THE NORTH 
FACE 
QUEEN ELIZABETH THEATRE 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18 - 5:00/8:00 P.M. 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 19 - 8:00 P.M. 
Tickets available at all TICKETMASTER locations, Sport Mart, Eatons, 
Woodward's stores, and INFOCENTRES in major malls. .-;::. .. 
BRouGHT m You BY Charge by Phone: 280-4444 ~ 
@le'WancouvrrSun 
CIIWtl 
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Other Editorials-----------------
EDI,-ORIAI. 
October 12th marked the five-hundredth anniversary of Columbus' first contact with native peoples of 
the Americas. Columbus, the great explorer, was lost.... Thinking himself to be in India, he called the people he 
met on these shores Indians. 
Today we know these "Indians" as First Nations Peoples. The moment Columbus set foot on their shore 
marked the beginning of the decimation of the First Nations Peoples and their cultures. North American culture 
venerates that fateful day, Columbus Day in the U.S., Thanksgiving in Canada Indeed it has become a day of 
reunions, feasting, celebration! 
But just what is being celebrated? The sad reality is that we are celebrating the conquering and subsequent 
destruction of many entire nations of peoples and their distinct cultures. Since elementary school most of us have 
been told about the glC' ri 1 ' US discovery of the New World by the brave and fearless (nonetheless lost) Columbus. 
hence, Columbus Day. (In the U.S. the atrocity is celebrated twice, Columbus Day and Thanksgiving.) 
Thanksgiving is said to mark the day when the native people kindly saved the "settlers." Biased history 
has christened the invaders as early "colonists" and bestowed upon them historical fame and importance. 
Thanksgiving is supposed to celebrate the cooperation and peaceful interaction between this continent's 
indigenous peoples and its newest citizens. 0-(er the past five hundred years this myth has been enshrined. It is 
anything but the truth. 
Columbus, exploiter of a navigational blunder, slave trader and courier of many frightful diseases, has 
been iconized by mainstream culture for a couple of ~undred years. Only in recent years have we begun to look 
at his "discovery" as the gateway to disaster it was. We can't change history. We should acknowledge that 
Columbus did not discover North and South America. i ..................................................... _,, ....... t ••..•• ';;;2=.;::::!:::;;;:' .......... :.,l-...J.~..:.: 
However the proselytizing, exploitation and genocide carried out from region to region and era to era 
has changed, the bottom line remains the same. No matter how it happened; it happened and it was wrong. 
We can choose to ignore this, or we choose to make amends for the past We can also in the process of 
ethically resolving the past forge a future history that is not based on this tragic legacy. Elijah Harper, A Cree, 
said no to the Meech Lake Accord when , in his view, it failed to satisfy either resolving the past or c~ng a new 
and better future. 
We can change what we do today and tomorrow. We can educate ourselves about First Nations land 
claims and other grievances. We can attempt to understand the way they were treated and the cultural context 
through which they view their treatment. Many Aboriginal concerns are easily seen as legitimate while the 
significance of others eludes us. All of their concerns deserve attention. Since they took over governments at all 
levels have been balking their responsibilities to the First Nations. So too have far too many citizens for far too 
long. 
Another accord is before the citizens of Canada We will soon vote yes or no. We owe it to the future 
to ensure that our history of neglect does not repeat itself. Find out what's at stake, educate yourself and if you 
vote. vote with vour conscience. 
HEY, HEY, HEY! 
I'C66t=~ 
d014glas college's ®tol\011\0145 siwlent newspaper- since 1976 -
October 15th, 1992 
TheOtherPressisDouglasCollege'sautonomousstudentnewspaper 
since 1976. 
STRESSED OUT STUDENTS, COT A PROBLEM? 
TELL SOMEONE WHO CARES. 
IF YOU CAN'T FIND ANYONE 
'£· '" \\\\ 
WRITE TO: 
llf. ~ . .. A ~II! fB: !\,. \m ./!!~ '\:~ i ~, ~ · .. , ct:.' Hi! 
. ·iliilli:illi••l•·;iOii•·H~ 
CJO THE OTHER PRESS ROOM 1020 
0 
Being autonomous means neither the Douglas College Students' 
Society or the College administration can tell the Other Press what to 
print. Only you, the students, can decide what goes in the paper ~y 
helping out. It means tha tif someone doesn't like us, they can't shut your 
voice down for telling the truth. 
Other letters-----------
We receive our funding from a student levy collected from you every 
semester at registration, and also from local and national advertising 
revenue. 
The Other Press is a member of the Canadian University Press, a 
cooperative of almost 50 student newspapers from across Canada. We 
adhere to CUP's Statment of Common Principles and Code of Ethics. 
The Other Press reserves the right not to publish anything sexist, 
racist, homophobic, or against the principles of good taste. Letters 
received by the Other Press should be a maximum of 300 words, typed, 
and contain the name, program of study, and student number ol Ute 
writer (although the latter can be withheld upon request). The Other 
Press reserves the right to edit for space constraints. And double<heck 
Y.ourspellingandgramrnar: letters are printed uncorrected. The collective 
is the final arbiter of disputes. PHONE - 525-3542 FAX - 527-5095. 
Staff This Issue 
lbis issue's contributors are the following: Angela Chiotakos, Sean 
Veley, Angus Adair, Byrun Stedmann, Mark Foster, Elaine Leong, 
Ryan Cousineau, Brook Johnston, Marion Drakos, Thomas Halmosi, 
Nadine Handley, Jasmine Wilde, Karen Remple and Lynn Wainman, 
the woman with the car and the fan (many, many thanks). 
Kudos and jelly-filled doughnuts to you all. 
There you go. Not very flashy, but sometimes life can be like that. 
coordinators 
sean vely advertising• byrun stedmann & tara campbell arts 
and review• vacant features- grev holtz graphics• vacant newse tim 
CNmley office- nadine handly photos• angela chiotakos productioJP 
elaine Ieong sports• mark s. foster editorials and opiniont 
marion drakos classifieds•stephen so distribution . 
ODps! We 
goofed 
The Other Press apologizes. This 
letter originally appeared in the 
September 16, 1992, issue. Several 
editing mistakes were made and 
subsequently published. The letter 
appears here in its original glory. 
By the way, students, if The Other 
Press had a larger staff such bloopers and 
bungles could probably be avoided. 
Interested? Just show up at room 1020 
any Wednesday afternoon at four for a 
staff meeting. It'll change your life. 
Some 
Speculations 
About D.C. 
Harassment 
Policy 
Finally, D.C (sic) has a Sexual 
and Personal Harassment policy 
enacted. This policy, which is 
obtainable from the Women's ctr. 
(sic), may reduce the confusion 
amongcollegecommunitymembers 
about this issue to a certain degree. 
Since this policy is intending to 
provide an environment free from 
sexual and personal harassment 
[which was not addressed properly 
by the College Student Conduct 
Policy (C.S.C.P)] one should consider 
providing this policy as a positive 
step toward eliminating the 
harassment and the confusion about 
it. Nonetheless, this policy is suffering 
from ambiguity and discrimination 
in different aspects. 
The terms and phrases used by 
this policy, like the ones used by the 
C.S.C.P, (sic) are still unclear and 
leave a big margin for interpretation. 
"Serious", "Natural", "Legitimate", 
"Substantial" ... are some examples 
of such terms. Orconsiderthis: "Off-
premises behaviour which is 
unrelated to an individual's 
employmentorstudiesattheCollege 
is not covered." How can otte 
determine that behaviour is related 
or unrelateQ to the individual's 
employment or studies is an untold 
story. The reader can detect more 
such examples. 
In this policy, the President of 
thecollegehasextremepower. Heis 
not committed to consult any part of 
the campuscommunity for selecting 
the investigation committee 
members. The pohcy avoids dealing 
with hypothetical incidents in which 
the president might be involved. 
Like the C.S.C.P, (sic) students 
play almost no roll in any part of this 
policy. In the case of student 
involvement, thepresidentmay,and 
only may, appoint a student to the 
committee. lbis demonstrates the 
college view and respect for students. 
Not onlymuast students be involved 
in the procedures but also there has 
to be an equal participation of 
students in the case of student 
involvement incidents. It seems that 
the College is ignoring Robert 
Porter' s, the human rights 
coordinator, aobservation for 
students' '1ack of power and input'' 
in the C.S.C.P. (re: Status Report-
work plan 1990 07 27) 
Women are the main victims of 
sexualharassment. Theinvestigation 
committee must be guaranteed to 
have at least half female members. 
This will prevent having male culture 
dominate thecommitteeatmosphere. 
By the same token, in the case of 
incidents with individuals from 
ethnic backgrounds, the committee 
members must be selscted from 
different ethnic bachgrounds. This 
will reflect our understanding from 
thenatureofour multicultural society . . 
To create and maintain an 
"environment which is free from 
sexual and personal harassment'' the 
College must be obligated to provide 
ongoing educational programs for 
its community. lbis should not be 
considered as a side task. In fact, this 
is our main way to create and 
maintain such an environment in an 
educational institution. Educating 
people for this matter will help to 
reduce harassmen in our societyas 
whole, as well. 
Mahdy Sirdehai 
UT 
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Other Editorials & Opinions 
.. !c!.~r a'!~!:~!!~!!!Stad~~~~~!~!~.~~~!.!tima!!!'!!. 
. method of commuting than at timefactorisrarelymuchmorethan (and in many businesses they are Thesimpletruthisthatthereare 
Ireceivedafaxfrom the Greater reducingairpollutioninmeaningful a car drive to the same place. already there for work-related use), no good bicycle commuting routes 
VancouverRegionalDistrict(GVRD) quantities. Butisitreasonabletoride The more notable second thiselirninatesthesecondexcusefor in Greater Vancouver, there is 
advertising a public forum on a bike to work year-round in argument has some merit. In most not riding, as you are just a shower minimal support for use of bicycles · 
regional bicycle issues. 1beGVRD's Vancouver? I thinktheshortanswer jobs,itissithplyunacceptabletoarrive and a change of clothes away from in conjunction with public 
RegionalBicycleTaskForcehasasits is: maybe. atworkinshortsandasweatyt-shirt. being socially acceptable. transportation, and riding in traffic 
stated goal to "double the number of People already do ride daily in Butthisalsoinvolvessomeemployer The third frequently stated will quickly drive all but the bravest 
bicycle commuters in the Greater Vancouver, but they are a tiny latitude. If shower and change reasonfornotridingisnotanexcuse, bicyclists back to their cars. 
Vancouver region by 1995." minority of all commuters. Most of 
This is a noble goal, most likely the excuses for not riding are of the 
aimed more at changing attitudes "ittakestoolong''or"itwillruinmy 
Big Elad Benno is Back 
Pop vs. Pope · . . 
mass media and white bread 
crowd ... but we're students. 
Q: How do you incur the wrath of the New York Roman Catholic 
Archdiocese and get yoUJSelf blacklisted by NBC 'l 
time came for the show they mocked 
Sineaa 0' Connor's decision to 
exercise her considerable political 
conscience. 
by llark s. Foster 
Benno Friesen, Progressive 
Co~ative MP for Surrey-White 
Rock-5outh Langley, paid a visit to 
Douglas College, October 6. Little 
can be said about Mr. Friesen's 
appearance. He was here to push the 
Yes vote, as his party affiliation 
certainlysuggests.Hecame,hespoke, 
he left ... too many questions 
l.IIlamWm:d 
It's our job to be better informed 
than most everyone else. Asking 
questions and digging for facts is 
what we do. As students, we cannot 
accept answers like, ''I'm not sure." 
or '1 can't think of any."' At least not 
over and over. Especially not to 
important political questions on 
which Canada's future history may 
A; Cover Bob Marley's song, War, and finish by holding up a picture 
of the Pope as you draw out the last word of the song-"evil." Then, just to 
be sure eveeyone has goHen the point, rip up the photo and firmly state, 
"'Fight the real enemy ... 
Now she has been punished 
again for the same thing. NBC's 
Benno 
Friesen is an 
experienced 
politician, 
hebeganhis 
political 
career in 
1974.Hehas 
mastered 
the art of 
He came, he spoke, he 
left ... too many 
questions unanswered 
charming the crowd. A listener is left 
with the impression that he is a very 
grass roots kind of guy. He may very 
well be just that. There is little doubt 
that Benno's guy-next-door 
demeanor, mixed with his simple 
party line message, easily sways the 
hinge. 
Thank you for taking the time 
Mr. Friesen, but voting yes on the 
grounds that the Charlottetown 
Accord is the only deal we'v~ 
got ... finally, just is not an educated 
choice. It's not even a choice. 
by Angus Adair 
1be Pope's been hit. The bullet-
proof Pope mobile failed to protect 
him from an Irish woman who has 
good reason to oppose him and the 
organization for which he stands. 
Irish Catholic kids are killed every 
day in the firestorm of Northern 
Ireland. Rather than oppose the 
holocaust taking place in Northern 
Ireland, the Pope visits with Kurt 
Waldheim, infamous from the 
holocaust of Nazi Germany. 
The Pope is also the head of one 
of thelargestpatriachal organizations 
in the world which has been 
consistently critiscized for it's 
numerous stands against women 
throughouthistory,includingpresent 
day. His stands against gays could 
easily be seen to constitute, at least 
homophobia and at most blatant 
persecution of gays. 
The Roman Catholic 
DC Royals Women's Soccer Team Crushed by Capilano 
of some Royal members forced the in the second half were foiled, and 
by Elaine Leong team into playing as individuals. the Blues scored once again. 
The Douglas College Royals In the32ndminuteofthegame, The Blues loosened their 
Women's Soccer Team came face to theRoyalscouldnotpreventtheBlues offensive play, providing the Royal 
face with Capitano College Blues, from scoring a second point, leaving defense to spoil two Capilano 
ranked 5th in the Province. thehalf-timescoreat2-0forCapilano. offenses, but not enough to stop two 
Douglas was taken to the The Douglas Royals had some moregoalsbeingscoredbyCapilano. 
defense, struggling to stop the mid- chances to come charging back to Douglas' coach Dan Jones 
field and thewingsofCapilano. The score. Attempts to turn the game commented,'Wenecd to concentrate 
challenge contributed to the around were futile as the Capilano on team cohesiveness. We have a 
unsuccessful attempts of Danielle placed even more pressure on the good bunch and I'm proud of their 
Dumaresq and Jennifer Branco, Royals' defense. ability." 
assisted by the team, as they tried to Douglasallowedtheopposition 'We've had only two losses so 
push the play to the offensive to to dictate the game. As a result, far; unfortunately, the losses were 
score. Douglas kept falling back instead of against two of the higher-ranked 
There was better ball handling keeping up with their opponents. teams:' 
by the Blues and they pressured the Communication among Douglas CapilanoCollege Bluescameout 
Royals on defense, breaking through teammates while on the field needed victorious against Douglas College, 
to shoot the initial goal of the game. to be strengthened. winning S-0. The record for Douglas 
Underpressure, the inexperience The two corner kicks by Douglas stands at 3 wins, 2losses and no ties. 
Royals Men's Soccer Sing the Blues against Capilano 
by Elaine Leong 
DouglasMen'sSoccerTeam took 
on defending CCAA National 
Champions Capitano College Blues 
on Saturday. 
The game was tight on defense 
by both teams. Shawn Webb and 
Klint Rodgers played well in mid-
field, stealing the ball away from the 
College Blues several times. 
Shouts and voices worked to 
bring each team together in good 
teamwork. 
An attempt to score was made 
when Gord Lakovic passed the ball 
to Chris Clemett who assisted Nick 
Tassone in the try, within ten minutes 
into the game. 
Around the twenty-minute 
mark, Joseph Nakhla, assisted by 
Klint Rodgers, attempted to score for 
Douglas College again. 
Unfortunately, both attempts were 
foiled by the Capitano goalie. 
It was a struggle between what 
seemed to be two evenly matched 
teams. 
As Capilano took their turns in 
attempt for goal, Douglas' goalie 
enjoyed one of his better games while 
blocking all shots made by Capilano. 
The game slowed in pace and 
the ball continued traveling up and 
down the field. No goals were scored 
or even attempted. 
Capilano took a run on a break 
away shot. Thanks to Nathan Erker 
and Craig Drapi!r that goal never 
tookplacethusleavingthescore a tO-
O. 
However, in the 80th minute, 
Capilano scored, winning the game 
1-0. 
Coach Mike Williams had many 
comments on the game about his 
satisfaction with the team play. 
'1twasthebestgameweplayed 
this season," Williams said. "I was 
really happy with it. All of the guys 
were playing as a really good team." 
Wnnp: uroveuutb ~ur! 
You think you know it all, with your Madonna albums and Luke Perry 
haircuts. munching on your Fritos, drinking your Pepsi, waiting for the next 
episode of Saved by the Bell? 
You are fools . not worthy to lick our soiled insteps. 
Dare to rise from the primordial cess pool which is your pathetic lives and 
JOIN THE OTHER PRESS, please. 
ArchdioceseofNewYorkhascalled statement that she would not 
O'Connor's performance" an act of reappear on the network 
hatred and [it) promoted indeterminately is gross censorship 
~~~............................ by the very 
O'Connor was organisation which championed 
Andrew DiceOay's 
right. The Pope is fr~~m~fo~~~ 
4 God well advised t<> put nol . downtheirstonesas 
well. 
As shocking as it 
intolerance." It would seem that the might seem, 0' Connor was right. 
Catholic Church is living in a glass The Pope is not God. He is a human 
cathedralandshouldn'tthrowstones. being and he is prone to bigotry, like 
Then there is the issue of ·anyone else. However, given his 
NBC's response. ThelasttimeSinead position of power, he should be 
O'Connorwasinvitedtoperformon carefull about how he enacts his 
SaturdayNightLivesherefused. She beliefs. 
refused because Andrew Dice Cay The real enemy is bigotry and 
andhis"hatredandintolerance"were we should follow Sinead's advice 
hosting the show. SNL championed and ''Fight the real enemy''. 
Clay's free speech, and when the 
The Sports Thang .•. 
ASKETBALL 
ct. 24,6 pm 
Women vs. Alumni 
Oct. 24,8 pm 
Men vs. Alumni 
Oct. 30,6 pm 
Women vs. TBA 
Oct. 30-31 
Tournament 
e VOLLEYBALL . 
r
:::::,oct. 31,11 am 
.::::: Women vs. CNC 
Oct. 31, 11 am 
Mensvs. CNC 
Oct. 31,6 pm 
Womeils vs. Selkirk 
Oct. 31,8 pm 
Mens vs.Selkirk 
SOCCER 
Oct. 24,1 pm 
Mens vs. BCIT 
Oct. 25, 12 noon 
Mens vs. VCC Langara 
Oct. 31, 2 pm 
Women vs. Fraser Valley 
· Oct. 31, 12 noon 
Mens vs. Fraser Valley 
Nov. 1, 12:30 pm 
Home* 
Home 
Home 
Kelowna 
BCIT Campus 
BCIT Campus 
BCITCampus 
BCIT Campus 
BCIT Campus · 
Queens Park St. 
TBA 
Chilliwack 
C) RUGBY Mens vs. BCIT Queens Park 
• Home games for Basketball are held in the 
Douglas College Gymnasium. 
THE NEW CONSTITUTIONAL AGREEMENT 
Over the past two years, federal, provincial, territorial and Aboriginal 
leaders have consulted with thousands of Canadians and concerned groups from 
coast to coast. These consultations included Royal Commissions, participatory 
conferences, parliamentary hearings, and hearings in the provinces and territo-
A Social 
and 
Economic Union 
ries held by provincial and territorial legislatures. 
Federal, provincial, territorial ·and Aboriginal 
leaders have agreed unanimously on August 28, 
1992 ·in Charlottetown on a package of constitu-
tional proposals that recognizes the equality of 
all Canadians and represents all of our interests. 
The agreement is now before Canadians. 
The agreement proposes that the new 
Constitution would contain a statement of key economic and social objectives 
shared by all of the governments in the federation. The objectives include 
comprehensive, universal, portable, accessible and publicly administered health 
care, adequate social services and benefits, high quality primary and secondary 
education and reasonable access to post-secondary education, collective bar-
gaining rights and a commitment to protecting 
the environment. The economic policy objec-
tives to be entrenched would be aimed at 
strengthening the Canadian economic union; 
the free movement of persons, goods, services, 
and capital ; ensuring full employment and a 
reasonable standard of living for all Canadians; 
ensuring sustainable and equitable development. 
Avoiding 
Overlap and 
Duplication 
Exclusive provincial jurisdiction would be recognized in the areas of 
forestry, mining, tourism, housing, recreation, municipal affairs, cultural matters 
within the province, and labour market development and training. In addition, 
to ensure the two levels of government work in 
harmony, the government of Canada commits to 
negotiating agreements with the provinces in areas 
such as immigration, regional development and 
telecommunications. Federal-provincial agree-
ments on any subject could be protected by the , 
Constitution from unilateral change. 
The new Canadian Constitution would 
recognize the distinct nature of Quebec, based on its French language, unique 
culture and civil law tradition. 
In the reformed Parliament, the Senate would reflect the equality of the 
provinces while the House of Commons would be based more on the principle of 
representation by population. As well, various 
provinces would be assured a minimum amount 
of seats in the House of Commons. 
The proposed Senate would be made 
up of six elected senators from each province 
and one from each territory. Additional seats 
would provide representation for Aboriginal 
peoples. The reformed Senate's powers should 
significantly increase the role of the eiected Senators in the policy process. 
The proposals recognize that Aboriginal peoples have an inherent 
right to self-government and that the Constitution should enable them to 
develop self-government arrangements and to take their place in the Canadian 
federation . The proposals recognize Aboriginal governments as one of the 
three constitutionally recognized orders of government in Canada. In addition, 
the proposals provide for a negotiation process betwe~ Aboriginal leaders and 
provincial and federal governments to put this right into effect. The recognition 
of the inherent right would not create any new 
rights to land, nor dilute existing treaty rights. 
Now that Canada's federal , provincial, 
territorial and Aboriginal leaders have reached 
a consensus, it is the right of all Canadians to 
understand the new proposals. Call the toll-free 
number below to receive an easy-to-read 
booklet on the new constitutional agreement 
or a complete text. 
Aboriginal 
Self· 
Government 
It's your right to know what the constitutional proposals say, before 
voting on October 26. 
FOR INFORMATION CALL: 
1·800·561·1188 
~ Deaf or hearing impaired: 
~ 1•800•465•7735(TTY/TOD) 
' . .... 
Canada 
